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A woman came to us Wednesday with a message. She
came to warn us that we are hell-bent for leather on the
highway to hell. She told us with one breath that there is
hope for us perverts, and with the next that we would not be
forgiven were she to preach until we were dead. And with the
next she called us all manner of names that the Lawrentian
would prefer not to print.
There are few who would argue that Christianity is not
primarily a message of hope. This woman was not preaching
a religion, she said; she was preaching Jesus Christ. In reali
ty she preached a venomous condemnation of our humanity
that misrepresented Christ’s teachings and represented only
the brotherhood of extremism. And extremism in any form,
whether it be that of the Spartacists, the Moral Majority, or
this woman, is not to be taken as representative of the
ethical system it claims to embrace.
Yet there are those who, from ignorance, will take it so.
We here are the privileged. We have been given the gifts of
intellect and learning. By what or whom we have been given
these privileges is a moot point; they carry with them a
responsibility to counter misinterpretations of any sort.
Ethical systems will be twisted, more often by mistake than
by intention, but no less harmfully nonetheless. Only
knowledge and the ability to reason can preserve with the
most correct interpretation possible the ethical systems by
which we live, and only those who have been granted these
aptitudes can insure that the framework of our ethics will
continue to be applicable to our time.
A tendency to question is healthy. A tendency toward
cynicism or the throwing of water balloons at extremists can
be all in fun, but will only leave the community in the hands
of those who are willing to speak out, whatever the content
of their speech may be. Intellect does not exist for intellect’s
sake: it exists to be put to use. Ours is to reason why and to
communicate our reasoning to others.
The Beast Within .................................................................... Ann Binder
Vlad the Im paler .................................................................Hans Weickel
The Exorcist ..........................................................................James Olski
Phantom of the Opera ............................................................John Duffey
The Amity ville Horror...................................................... Brigid Pajunen
Rosemary's Baby ............................................................. Leslie Schwartz
The Shining .................................................................................Ann Kohl
D am ie n .................................................................................... Ron Curtis
Videodrome........................................................................ Chris Matheus
Aguirre, the Wrath of G o d ................................................. Peter Ribbens
The Birds .........................Laurie Hovell, David Pickus, Marcy Dunagan,
Stan Erickson, John Whitehead, Graig Renner, Amy E. Pagel,
Tom Otten, Jon VandenHeuvel, Cheryl Horne, Heidi Berres,
Hargrave Garrison, Bowie Kuhn, Jumbo,
Lizard and Olsky, Mr. Happy
The Lawrentian is a student-run publication of Lawrence University. Content is solely
determined by the editors, and does not necessarily reflect the opinion of University
faculty and Administration. Letters to the Editor are encouraged, but they must be
signed as evidence of good faith. The staff reserves the right to edit letters and to honor
requests that the writers name not be disclosed. Letters to the editor seldom reflect the
opinion of the editors.

Bad dream in Madison
by Hans Weickel
Lawrence is a microcosm of our
society. We supposedly share
values, ideals and future aspirations
with the members of our peripheral
peer group. The national swing right
is not merely a Lawrence
phenomenon, but is indeed a na
tional trend, or at least one which
extends as far as the state’s capitol.
Madison, traditionally a city of
students, their town, shaped by
their desires and actions, has gone
the way the wind blows. Or at least
the Mifflin Street Block Party has. I
found myself, somewhat unex
pectedly, observing the center stage
of the party from the lofty third
floor perch of a friend’s apartment; 1
missed Celebrate.
The origins of Mifflin St. date
back to the seventies, and three
days during which the block was
controlled by students, despite the
continual efforts of Madison’s
finest. The protest was in response
to the massacre at Kent State,
another hotbed of campus unrest.
Those days seem nightmarish to
some, and nostalgic to others. It was
certainly not a time of benign acquiesence or accepting the notion
that, “the people want what the peo
ple get. ” How times do change.
In those days of hostility,
upheaval and transience, the police
attempted to round people up and
get them in a paddy, where they
could keep an eye on them. Ten
years later, the people complacently
entered the paddy and stayed there;
the police sat at both ends and made
sure that everything was quite sub
dued and well quarantined from the
Madison community. They closed
their eyes to the man who was smok
ing the joint four feet away, or the
couple that was sniffing a fine white
powder, or--the man--with painted
body-dancing in a “weird" way;
these beings were all within the con
fines of the sanctioned realm of
m akebelieve. However, the
youngster walking his Doberman
pup, while riding his skateboard, on
the outskirts of the lost horizon, was
duly issued the perfunctory sum
mons and all the diatribe which it
entails; “you can’t do that here,
what will people think, you’re en
dangering innocent life, and so
forth”. Another unfortunate soul
forgot his place and deigned to carry
the remnants of a beer outside the
snow fence; he was wisked away
with godspeed. Meanwhile, back in
side...
Seven different bands played that
day, their sound moved from
distorted and fragmented jazz, to
heavy metal, new wave, the blues,
dub music and everything in-bet
ween; the crowd sort of swayed like
grass in the wind to the different
rhythms. Everything was danceable
and people danced to everything
with the same spasmodic and jerky
twitch. The music was interrupted
several times to allow speakers to
voice their opinion and elicit crowd
response. A young woman dresed in
?
« bygone era announced
that The Mifflin St. Co-Op was
responsible for bringing this all
together. We have the best in pure
unadulterated food, and its all for
the Revolution, man.” Another man
tried to woo the crowd toward the
position of the IRA. “ I ’ll be over
behind the bandstand and you can
come and talk to me. We can work
something out.” These seemingly
empty words fell on, and drifted
through the seemingly empty spaces
n the crowd; everyone went to buy a
brat once the music stopped. The on
ly thing that did manage to elicit a

response from the crowd, other than
a belch, or a raspy cough, was the
name of John Lennon. But even that
was a ruse. “ Do you all know John
Lennon, ” asked the Jamaican singer
of the Dubmasters. The crowd emit
ted faint applause. “ Well, this is
nothing like that.”
The beer flowed, joints were pass
ed and a good time was had by all.
My friend, passing me a beer
through the window onto the sun
drenched roof said, “ You look at
this, and you could believe that the
seventies were just a bad dream
which never happened.” I thought

of some lines from a Talking Heads
song, “ I lost my shape, trying to act
casual.” Everything happening
three stories below was surely a bad
dream for those who survived the
Madison riots and the days of rage.
In the words of Jean Grassman,
staff member of the Co-Op, “ At
earlier parties there was a sense of
community, a belief in a common
cause. Now, it’s just another beer
bash.” The rams had lost their
horns, the sheep flocked neatly in
the pokey.
I began this tangent-filled and
badly composed thing with an idea
of what I wanted to say, what I was
looking for in that crowd; something
not out of the past, but connected to
the now. I find myself lost at what
that “thing”, that intangible is. No
one down there knew it either, the
shadowy gleam in their eyes belied
an emptyness. The music moved
them, and they moved. The speakers
were vacant lots, and their assorted
sales pitches were just so much talk;
what is unadulterated food? Nor
man Mailer recently said that “Our
nation lacks heroes, and an ideal
worth dying for.” What would we
give our lives for?
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Saunders examines Hmong culture and history
by John Duffey
carry bullet wounds and scars as
“The story of the Hmong refugees reminders of their childhood.”
is a tale of heroism, sacrifice, loyalty
To speak of Hmong “culture"
and honor. It is also a saga of ex then, said Saunders, is to speak of a
ploitation, tragedy, and sorrow,” culture with war as the constant
Thus spoke Lawrence professor background noise. But to unders
George Saunders in a talk Wednes tand the Hmong, so that we can
day entitled, “The Hmong In Laos make life easier for them in the U.S.,
and America." The purpose of the we need to know also about their
lecture was to provide an understan work, religion, and other traditions.
ding of Hmong culture and history, “The mountains are an important
and to dispel popular misconcep foundation for their cultural identi
tions of these recent immigrants to ty, and they are used to mobility, to
America.
the freedom of a sparsely populated
According to Saunders, “ The environment, to independence and
Hmong are a proud, honest, and in hard work.”
dustrious people, whose commit
The Hmong in Laos lived primari
ment to their families, to achieve ly by slash and burn farming and
ment, to education and hard work they raised cattle, pigs, and
are perfectly in keeping with the chickens. Their work and their social
finest aspects of the American im organization, based on the extended
migrant tradition.”
family and the clan, were closely in
The history of the Hmong, said tegrated. Clan membership was
Saunders, has not entailed a stable, essential in binding together various
timeless, undisrupted lifestyle, but parts of Hmong life. It provided a
has been in dynamic change, often fram ew ork
for
frie n d s h ip ,
externally caused, for a long time. sustenance in hard times, marriage
Foreign interference is not new to customs, and political functions.
the Hmong.
Religious life, too, was based upon
Since the mid 19th century, said the extended family which was the
Saunders, much of Indochina was unit of production, consumption,
under French domination. After and resource procurement. “ The
W W II, exploited peoples around the significance of ancestral spirits in
world engaged in successful na the Hmong cosmology is an exten
tionalistic struggles. The Fathet sion of the principles of respect,
Lao, a nationalist organization bas authority, and hierachy in the living
ed in Vietnam, helped organize family into the realm of the super
resistance to French domination, natural.” The high mobility required
by Hmong agriculture is compen
sated for by this extension of the
family to dead ancestors. The
Hmong cosmology lends continuity
and coherence to a shifting, seminomadic lifestyle.
In the 1^970’s, war and revolution
completely fractured the lives of
many Hmong. The Pathet Lao gain
ed control of the government in

RE-EDUCATION camp in Laos.
1975, leaving the Hmong in a
dangerous position, since they had
fought against the Pathet Lao in the
C .I.A.’s “secret war." Many were
killed or persecuted. About 50,000
escaped from Laos. “ Most have had
to escape on foot in a perilous
journey in which many died along
the way." Those who made it to
Thailand or other countries were
confronted with suspicion, poor liv
ing conditions in refugee camps,
boredom from forced idleness, and
culture shock.
There are about 1,000 Hmong in
Appleton, and about 50,000 in the
U.S. The Reagan administration has
not been helpful to organizations
aidin g the Hm ong. “ Project
Bridges, for example, earlier had
federal funding to support the
Hmong children who attended, and
now has to raise virtually all of its
support for these children from
private sources. This is a kind of fun

ding cut that can only harm the com
munity as a whole, including the
Hmong, for whom good day care is
essen tial for e v e ntu al selfsufficiency.
It would be good, concluded
Saunders, if the Hmong, faced with
great hardship in a new land, could
rely on family ties and solidarity as
in their homeland. “ Unfortunately,
our economic system is one that en
courages fragmentation of families,
and it encourges individualism over
familism." In Laos, the Hmong led
lives much more strenuous than that
of the typical American. They are
not afraid of labor, but they are used
to a more meaningful integration of
labor and family life. It will be dif
ficult for them to adjust to the more
fragmented American lifestyle.
They need and deserve our support,
and they bring to Appleton and the
U.S. another facet to a diverse
culture.

Hmong find friend in WLFM

GEORGE SAUNDERS
and in 1953, Laos won full in
dependence. The French were routed
at Dien Bien Phu in 1954, and
withdrew altogther from Indochina.
During the 1950’s and 60’s, the
Pathet Lao waged a battle against
the Laotian royal government, but
by then the United States had
replaced France as a major counter
revolutionary force.
According to Saunders, “The
Hmong had already been affected by
the war, but it was at this point that
they began to be drawn more fully
into it...Though some of them did
side with the Pathet Lao, most ex
perienced the Pathet Lao drive as a
direct and devastating incursion in
to their territory and their relatively
peaceful farming lifestyle.” Thus,
beginning in the early 1960’s, the
Hmong were successfully recruited
for C.I.A. covert operations in the
mountains of northern Laos.
Most of the Hmong refugees in
the U.S. have been heavily scarred
by the perpetual war. “ Many of the
high school age students in Ap
pleton today spent virtually their
entire childhood running from (the
war), and many of them fought in it.
There are students in our high
schools here who were guarding
their villages with rifles by the time
they were 12 years old, and who

Put yourself in this position: You
have fled your homeland to escape
almost certain death. You read and
understand little of the language of
the country that takes you in as a
refugee, but you need information
about your new country’s laws and
regulations. You also want to hear
news of other refugees, your adopted
country and the world.
Where do you get it?
In the case of 950 to 1,000 Hmong
people in Wisconsin’s Fox River
Valley, they turn to W LFM ,
Lawrence U niversity’s studentoperated radio station. For one-half
hour each week since early January,
Chong Thao and Ying Lee have con
ducted a radio program entirely in
the Hmong language. Judging from
the reports they receive, they
believe that most members of the
Hmong community listen.
An agrarian people from the
southeast Asian nation of Laos, the
Hmongs aided American forces dur
ing the war in Vietnam. Most of
them fled- Laos when the war ended
to escape revenge by the North Viet
namese, and many found refuge in
the United States.
Those who came to the Fox River
Valley now depend upon the radio
prop-am for information about a
variety of things that affect their
lives. Thao and Lee tell, for example,
about changes in medical assistance
and in other aid programs. They
have also explained the law requir
ing car-seat restraints for young
children and notified Hmong people
about sessions with city firemen
who explain fire-safety regulations.
In addition they give capsule sum
maries of local, national and world

news, report births and deaths in the mission school.
In addition to providing useful in
Hmong community, and tell of
movements of families into and out formation in the ¡Imong language,
Lee and Thao play traditional songs
of it.
Before the radio program was from records or tapes and occa
started, information was spread by sionally invite numbers of the
word-of-mouth, and often some of Hmong community to sing or play a
the content was lost when the infor flute-like instrument. They say that
mation was relayed. Confusion fre only about 25 Hmong people do not
have FM radios and cannot listen to
quently resulted.
Thao and Lee said the idea for the their program.
Most old peopl« in the Hmong
radio program originated with Tom
Boldt, a member of the board of community “just stay home and
d ire c to rs of the A m erican- they get very lonely,” Lee said.
Indochinese Friendship Assn. Boldt “When we play their own music and
asked George Saunders, assistant talk their own language, they feel
professor of anthropology at very good.”
Lawrence, to approach Lawrence’s
broadcasting director, Larry Page.
Norman Mailer
Page presented the request to
Truman Capote
W LFM ’s student managers and
James Merrill
they readily agreed to set aside time
Mark Dtntenfaas
for the program at no charge.
Avedon
Lawrence senior Emily Copeland
Mick Jagger
Stephen King
helped Thao and Lee learn to
John Irving
operate the W LFM control board.
Judith Kran»?
The time of the program has been
James Mkrhener
changed from Saturday afternoon to
Rod McKuen
Monday from 6:30 to 7 p.m. at the
Andy Warho!
Salvador Dali
request of Lee and TTiao. They
John Barth
thought that the later time on a day
Robert Penn W*nren
other than Saturday would allow
Man Ray
more Hmong people to listen.
Roy Lichtenstein
Irving Penn
Lee works for the AmericanBorges
Indochinese Friendship Assn. as
V S. Naipaul
director of the Friendship Center, a
Louis L'amour
gathering-place at the Appleton
V S. Pritchett
YMCA for members of the Hmong
V S. Andrews
Susan Sonntag
community. Unlike many Hmong
William Gass
people, both Lee and Thao, who
works for* the Fox Valley I^aowill not appear in TROPOS
Hmong Assn., had some education
a literary-art magazine
in Laos. Lee attended a public school
in Vientiane, the capital of Laos, and
coming in June, one thin dollar.
Thao attended a Roman Catholic
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A confrontation betiveen Christanity and intellectualism
Editor's note: Dr. Alexander is cur
rently the President-emeritus of
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship.
by Ann Binder
Dr. Alexander posed a leading
question: “ Why aren’t more ‘In
tellectuals’ Christian?”, and the bait
was snapped up with rancorous
creativity. In the dorms the posters
for the lecture displayed varying
degrees of desecration: “ Because
they’re all Jewish,” one student
wrote in protest against the ex
clusive nature of the topic. “ Why
a re n ’t
more
C h ris tia n s
intellectual?” was more common.
This, apparently, was an issue
guaranteed to pack the lecture hall
with ^11 manner of persuasions, from
the many Christians to the one
representative of the Free Thought
Atheists’ Library for the Blind. And
a Lawrentian reporter, whose opi
nion in the following article may of
fend Christian and non-Christian
alike but, it is hoped, will raise a few
issues. (Letters are welcomed for the
Lawrentian of May 27).
According to Dr. Alexander, an in
tellectual is one who has a good in
tellect and uses it well—i.e., for
mulates good questions, is able to
observe a wide variety of data
relating to those questions, analyzes
that data well, and formulates good
answers on the basis of that
analysis. An intellectual, further
more, has a creative imagination
and can make wise decisions from a
knowledgeable basis. There are at
least six reasons, he says, why more
intellectuals are not Christian. First
of all, certain characteristics of some
Christians or of some Christian in
stitutions turn away intellectuals.
They see hypocrisy, or works done
that do not command their respect.
Secondly, some intellectuals are con
fused as to what exactly constitutes
a “Christian.” They have never had
a definition clearly presented to
them. There is also confusion over
the term “Christianity,” says Dr.
Alexander. Most intellectuals, he
says, do not yet possess enough in
formation about Christianity and
confuse it with “Churchianity.” Cer

tain characteristics of the Bible an
tagonize intellectuals: apparent con
tradictions within the Bible, ap
parent condtrctions between the Bi
ble and science, the concept of ‘sin,’
and the Bible’s claim to be a central
authority.
A digression: there is a logical in
consistency in the “reasoning” of
Dr. Alexander that can be cleared
up. If an intellectual can make wise
decisions from a knowledgeable
basis and knows how to collect infor
mation, then the first three reasons
do not follow. An intellectual, by
definition, ought to be able to delve
beneath hypocritical actions or
mistaken interpretations to the
basic tenets of Christianity, and will
be able to determine both the nature
of a Christian and of Christianity
itself. If these reasons are to stand
up to examination, then one must
assume that some intellectuals do
not use their intellect when it comes
to collecting information about
Christianity. Any intellectual wor
thy of the name would not concen
trate on the “obnoxious, overbear
ing and self-righteous” aspects of
some Christians but instead would
examine the central teachings of the
religion in order to determine its
worth.
The biggest“ stumbling block” for
most intellectuals is Jesus Christ,
says Dr. A.: the claims that Jesus
Christ alone can fill the void that
many of us feel; that sense of the
meaninglessness of it all. “ I am the
way, the truth and the life, nobody
comes to the Father but by me.” The
resurrection is “ another tough fact
to deal with.” Finally, says Dr. A.,
certain characteristics of some in
tellectuals bar them from accepting
Christianity. Some are ignorant and
have rejected an unknown (have not
used their intellects in this matter).
Some are victims of thoughtconditioning—there are very few
things in early school that are
favorable to Jesus Christ (again,
where is the intellect in this?) Some
have no sense of a void to be filled.
And many have confused faith with
reason, and blind faith with faith.

Transient Visitors...

Again, and again over again;
Never in past or future
can we traverse the horizon?,
with transient visitors.
They sail towards a visionary;
red setting star...
Offering voyage
Nowhere traveling
They, Time will pass when the waters
roll; salty crystal
reflecting, cold starlight
They attempt to cross the wastes,
inevitably to crystalize...
Glaciers trapped in blue cloudy seas.
You will thus surround yourself,
Deeper and bloodless within,
cool, crystaline caves;
corroding castles

Faith, he says, is the capacity to
make a choice when the evidence is
insufficient to constitute truth.
There is evidence, he says, but not
enough to crush people against their
will to believe it.
Dr. Alexander seems to hold the
view that the most compelling
reason to accept Christianity is to
give meaning to one’s life, to fill a
void, abolish a sense of despair. Cer
tainly this is not a reason to be
discarded. But how does Christiani
ty fill this void? By giving hope for
life after death? Not an answer to be
discarded, either. But there is a side
to Christianity that Dr. Alexander
did not address and that might
speak to more intellectuals than can
the spiritual aspect alone. There are
those who do not feel a sense of
meaninglessness, and there are
those who would claim not to fear
death (the issue of a horrible life
after death will not be raised here).
Reverend William H. Carwardine
was a methodist minister in the
town of Pullman during the 1894
strike of the workers there. He was

an early advocate of the “ social
gospel,” a Populist, and a friend of
labor. He was active in the Pullman
Relief Committee, organized to pro
vide food and money for the striking
workers. “The rights of property are
now warring on the rights of man,”
he said. “ If there is one law for the
rich man and another for the poor
man, there is no liberty.” “Christ
came to turn things upside down.”
May 3, 1983: the Roman Catholic
Bishops of the U.S. ratify a pastoral
letter denouncing nuclear war and
calling upon Catholics to help rid the
world of nuclear weapons. “The
nuclear age is an era of moral as well
as physical danger. We are the first
generation since Genesis with the
power to virtually destroy God’s
creation. We cannot remain silent in
the face of such danger...In simple
terms, we are saying that good ends,
defending one’s country, protecting
freedom, etc., cannot justify im
moral means, the use of weapons
which kill...and threaten whole
societies. We feel that our world and
continued on page 5

Blood Center: Bleed
For Pi Beta P hi
The Pi Beta Phi Sorority and the
Community Blood Center of Ap
pleton are sponsoring a mobile unit
blood drive on campus Tuesday and
Wednesday, May 24th and 25th.
The bloodmobile will be parked out
side the Union between the hours of
9 a.m. and 4 p.m. on both days. A
goal of 100 donors has been set.
The Community Blood Center is
an independent and non-profit
operation which has been meeting
Outagamie County’s blood needs
since 1955. Blood drawn from volun
tary donors is used for patients in
Appleton Memorial, St. Elizabeth
and
K aukauna
C o m m u n ity
hospitals. Approximately 10,000
pints are needed annually.
While the blood center has been in
operation for over 28 years, the
mobile unit is a fairly recent
development. The 40 foot, four
chair, self-contained Medicoach has
been in operation since November of
1980.
The bloodmobile makes donating
blood more convenient and has been
an effective way of getting new
blood donors who agree to be on-call
with the center. An on-call donor
agrees to give at least once per year
when his or her specific blood type is
needed.
In order to be eligible to donate
blood, you should not have any type
of cold or flu symptoms, skin infec
tions, cold sores or active allergies.
You must wait eight weeks between
donations and prospective female
donors may not give blood while
pregnant or within six weeks of the
end of a pregnancy.
There is a six month waiting

period following surgery, after
receiving a blood transfusion, after
returning from a malarious area or
following contact with hepatitis.
Those who have had hepatitis,
epilepsy, diabetes and most forms of
cancer are not eligible blood donors.
A borderline diabetic may donate if
on oral medication with the disease
under control and a physician’s per
mission. For more specific medica
tion requirements, contact the Com
munity Blood Center at 731-4191.
One of the benefits that goes along
with donating blood is the free,
“ mini-physical” you receive. There
are checks on blood pressure,
temperature, pulse rate, weight and
blood iron content.
After all of these things are check
ed out, the donor moves to a comfor
table contour chair where one pint is
drawn. The actual blood drawing
takes just five to seven minutes,
while you can expect the entire
donation process to take thirty to
forty-five minutes. Afterwards you
w ill relax
and
be served
refreshments in the canteen area of
the mobile.
The body begins to work im
mediately to make up for the blood
loss, with the volume replaced in a
matter of hours. The red cells are
replaced in several weeks. It is
recommended that you avoid real
strenuous activity on the day of
your donation, but for the most
part, normal activities can be resum
ed after leaving the mobile unit.
Appointments will be necessary
and students can make them during
the weeks of May 9th and May 16th
at sign up tables located in Downer
and Colman.
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nation are headed in the wrong
direction.”
Christianity can fill a personal
void, it can provide us with hope for
life after death. But we live with
other people, and we live on this
earth now. Christianity can provide
a direction in our relations with
others, and a good basis for action in
this world against the things we see
as wrong (overturning the tables of
the moneylenders?) or in support of
those things we see as right.
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by Tom Otten
Jerald Bullis, the Ethel M. Barber
Visiting Poet at Lawrence Universi
ty, will deliver a reading of his work
on Tuesday, May 24, at 7:30 p.m. in
Harper Hall in the Music-Drama
Center. Bullis, who taught classes in
literature and poetry composition at
Lawrence from 1970-78, graduated

from Washington University in St.
Louis before attending Cornell as a
Woodrow Wilson fellow, where he
received his Ph.D. in English in
1970. In 1972-73, he was awarded
$5,000 by the National Endowment
for the Arts, with which he travelled
in Mexico. In 1978 he left Lawrence
to accept a teaching position at Cor
nell, where he has been a post
doctoral fellow since 1981. Bullis
has published four books of poetry:
An Eclogue: Pastoral Meditation
Prof.: I was working on Word (1971), Taking Up the Serpent
sworth’s Cambridge Education in (1973), Adorning the Buckhorn
the Cambridge Library, and I had Helmet (1976), and Orion (1976).
about three months’ worth of notes. Bullis’ latest published work has ap
On the way out of the house, my peared in Poetry and New England
wife asked me to dump the garbage. Review.
Well, when I got over to the library,
In a prefatory note to Orion, A.R.
which was about three miles away, I Ammons wrote, “Jerald Bullis cares
saw that I had the garbage, and not for the mere fact and the matter-ofmy briefcase. I raced back to the fact, but he sees with such force and
house about ninety miles an hour, clarity that the fact in his poems
because I knew that the garbage seems to lose its hold, to tremble in
the imagination as if to evaporate in
light. But only for a second. Then
Bullis returns the fact to its every
day, matter-of-fact setting, except
that his mind has touched in it an in
ner reality that makes it at one with
all things in the highest imagination
and also more deeply itself than it
was before.”
In an interview, Bullis mused
about the purposes and idiosyncracies of performing poetry: “ I t ’s
kind of scary to give a reading; my
*
man was coming. The end of the friend and old teacher A.R. Ammons
story is that he hadn’t come, and my doesn’t do it. I t ’s scary enough to
notes were safe. I knew from then on read somebody else’s work before an
that I was destined for this profes audience. To read one’s own is
sion. I would like to say one more unimaginably frightening. I think
thing, that I would have been an ig readings are good, though. Poetry
norant man if I ’d never come to should be performed.”
Bullis said that selecting work to
Lawrence University and taught
Freshman Studies. Because there perform is usually difficult. ‘‘You
have been a great variety of books want to adjust the material to the
over thirty years, and all of them audience, which sometimes means
have been worthwhile, except one or you don’t read the work you’re most
two. Especially Plato. That ought to fond of as a writer. That’s especially
true of me because of the four books
be a good place to end.
I ’ve published, three are longer
Lawrentian: O.K. Thank you.
poems.
I ’d like to read a long one,
The Lawrentian staff wishes Prof.
Schneider good luck in the future, but I think that would be almost in
and looks forward to his articles tolerable for the audience.”
“ I think the strongest early in
about Shelley and Worsdworth.

Schneider looks ahead
by Laurie Hovell
Professor Ben Schneider of the
English Department is retiring,
after 28 years of duty in the
chambers of Main Hall. The Lawrentian felt that it was an opportune
time to speak with Prof. Schneider,
and ask him to reflect about the past
and about his future plans, hopes
and aspirations. He was kind
enough to take some time out and
talk to us.
Prof.: Hello!
Lawrentian: What are your plans
for the immediate future?
Prof.: Well, the general plan is to
live in Appleton fall and winter—fall
and spring, I mean—and then go
south in the winter where there’s a
place my father built in New Hamp
shire. Aside from that, we don’t
know what we’re going to do, but we
certainly want to travel a lot.
Lawrentian: How long have you
been at Lawrence?
Prof.: 1955. Which in ’85 would be
thirty years. It seems like yester
day.
Lawrentian: You were talking
about computers earlier; what sort
of changes do you see in Lawrence in
general, and in the English Depart
ment, or changes that need to be
made?
Prof.: Lawrence in general should
be using computers in language and
in basic science, and basic English.
Students who need help in these
departments could just go to a ter
minal and pull out the exercise or
program that will lead them to a
knowledge of what they don’t know.
Also, English should let people
know that there are big careers in
computers, for people who can write.
Lawrentian: Would this be related
to publishing?
Prof.: Actually the biggest need of
the computer industry right now is
for people who can write, because
the useability of any computer
system depends on the clarity of
what they call documentation,
which are the instructions for using
it, the definitions. The place for
English majors, who have skill in
the use of words, could find an in
finite amount of work is in writing
documentation. That’s a big field.
There must be at least fifty com
puter magazines, and I tell you, they
are just dying for articles.
Lawrentian: What is the nature of
the articles that you’re interested in
working on?
Prof.: I have one on Restoration
drama, and another one on Word
sworth, and today I decided to write
one on Shelley’s Prometheus Un
bound. This is very strange, but in
these last years, it must be the effect
of knowing you’re going to quit: you
try to kind of draw everything
together, and suddenly you discover
that you’re looking at the writer in a
new way. And how disappointing
that now that I ’ve found a way to
get around W ordsw orth and
Shelley, I won’t be teaching them
anymore.
L aw re ntian : S o m e thing in 
teresting happened to you when you
were working on your PhD. What
was that incident?

fluence on me of poetry as perfor
mance was Dylan Thomas... I still
admire his recordings very much. I
think most poets read their work
very badly; in fact, most novelists
do too. Robert Creeley and Allen
Ginsberg read their work very well,
and they’ve had some influence on
me.”
What is the purpose of a poetry
reading? Bullis said, ‘‘For us, they
are like church services—sacramen
tal performances. Their important,
deepest meaning is that people
gather together to praise the ideal of
artistic endeavor, whether it’s
music, poetry, or fiction, and the au
dience may be more or less exalted
or disappointed by the experience.
But that happens in church, too.”
Such an event as a poetry reading,
then, Bullis believes, is done ‘‘in
praise of art—in praise of the ideal of
art, no matter how close an in
dividual comes to approaching that
ideal.” All of which is more than a
bit reminiscent of Bullis’ poem ‘‘Call
to Worship”: ‘‘Listen/For the gospel
howling down the highlands of
Rocky Knob,/For the power of the
word whipping laurel in Licklog
Gap,/Frailing hallelujah out of
W alnut Bottom...we’re flooding
Locust Hollow with our faith...”
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Our friend Paul Cebar of The R and B Cadets from Milwaukee calls the annua!
New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival “the best thing happening in America ”
That may not be an overstatement.
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The festival, now in its sixteenth year, was once a well kept local secret. In recent
years, however, it’s achieved a national reputation and has now become a mecca
for roots music enthusiasts. Showcasing the best of New Orleans R and B, gospel,
traditional jazz, and “big nam e” jazz, the festival was framed by two weekends of
fairgrounds activity with a week of club and riverboat concerts in between.
The “Heritage” of the festival’s name encompasses the full range of New
Orleans/Louisiana Bayou culture. In addition to the various music stages, the
weekends offer: local Creole, Cajun and Soulfood delicacies; craft demonstrations
and artwork on display; and a plethora of local theater, poetry and dance events.
We managed to make it down to New Orleans for most of this year’s festival, and
are already planning on making it an annual trip. Some of our impressions of the
festival, the city, and the music follow.

The Fair
We were immediately struck by the good “vibe overall among the crowds at the
faigrounds. People seemed to be on their best behavior and in attendance to dance
or listen to the music. Unlike some big music festivals where the object of a large
portion of the audience is to “get drunk and be som ebody,” the crowds at this fest
were Gontent to cultivate a quiet buzz and let the performers be the show.

The City
We’ expected the worst after the spring floods, but the weather was balmy for the
duration of the fest. Hot, sunny days and cool evenings had everyone smiling. New
Orleans was in full spring bloom: trees lush with greenery, tidy front yard gardens
almost liquid with magnolia and jasmine perfume.
And the architecture! Our nightly ramblings took us past the stately homes of St.
Charles Avenue and by day we marvelled at the pastel-colored “shotgun” homes of
Uptown. Perhaps it was something in the quality of light, but we all agreed that the
shocking pink facades were our favorite color. It was a color that would have look-

ed garish in the north but seemed appropriate in the late afternoon sun against an
open blue sky.
Y ou could have easily skipped the festival, avoided the French Quarter and still
enjoyed yourself just walking around. We were seduced by the beauty of this
garden city, but try as we might we got far less sun than neon and only got tan by
default.

The Music
The only impression one walked out of the fairgrounds with on opening night,
despite the depth and quality of the day’s musical lineup, was that of the Right
Reverend Al Green Rev. Green might have ripped the nearby Gospel tent asunder
with his electric Jesus/sex music, but he was scheduled as the top bill at Stage One
(possibly to make more converts?).
Green is seriously behind his evangelical mission (he is a practicing minister with
a congregation in Memphis. Tennessee), but does not believe his sensual style of
singing and stage presence interfere. His newer tunes recall “Love and Happiness"
or “Let’s Stay Together.” but are backed by a solid rock gospel choir and are
delivered with more frenzied rapture He showed us the old Al Green, literally,
beginning with throwing aside his clerical black jacket and ending with tearing off his
shirt and throwing it to the women in the front lines, coming out bare-chested for
the encore and singing "I Believe in Jesus We ourselves believed heavily after
ward. at least until we got to the beer tent.
It was a bit wierd to hear him amid all the Rasta Cajun Dixieland Be-Bop. but
Roy Orbison is still a lot of fun. (We re not sure if Roy is from Louisiana, but he did
originally record “Blue Bayou.’’) He played Stage Four one afternoon with his
customary concrete statue presence and soaring falsetto Roy had a good band,
sang all the cornball hits, and we ate it up, along with the throng.
Fashion note: Roy is currently sporting a chest scar from bypass surgery, and is
wearing his black Elvis kimono open a bit lower to set it off.

Local Heroes
The Dirty Dozen Brass Band is a conglomeration of young upstarts who seem to
be rooted in the New Orleans marching band tradition. They have a couple drum 
mers and around eight horn players, including sousaphone (portable tuba). And
they do play “Sweet Georgia Brown” and “Mardi Gras in New Orleans.” Occa
sionally they even leave the stage and file about, leaving a spontaneous second line
in their wake. But the comparison to their heritage should end there, because this
unit is one of the hottest blowing jazz troupes around. Before you know what’s hap 
pening they’re syncopating and soloing hard and fast, and if there is a future to

marching band music, you realize that you probably just heard it fly by.
The Neville Brothers. The heartbeat of New Orleans. Art and Aaron Neville had
a string of regional and national hits in the 50’s and 60’s (notably “Tell It Like It Is”
by Aaron) before they joined The Meters— New Orleans’ funkier answer to Booker
T. and the M .G . s. They split from The Meters in ’78 to form The Neville Brothers
with Aaron s sons Cyril and Ivan. Lately they toured with the ’81 Stones tour and
have an LP coming out shortly on the Rolling Stones label— watch for that.
We had a chance to catch The Neville’s seven-piece band two different
nights at the notorious Tipitina’s, Professor Longhair’s bar, and at Jim m y ’s, a rock
club. TH EY W ILL MAKE Y O U D AN CE. A harder-working band we’ve never seen
During their 75-minute-plus sets they weave Art and A aron’s older so u l/R & B
material with pop/rock/funk pieces by the second generation. Their lock-step
precision rhythm section could play by themselves and work any dance joint, or
could be rented out for breaking up sidewalks in lieu of pneumatic hammering
equipment.
But our first reason for loving The Neville Brothers is the voice of the “Pops,”
Aaron Neville. This imposing fellow looks like somebody you would definitely want
on your side in prison, but the sound emanating from the man is the songbird’s en
vy. The story goes that Frank Sinatra wanted to take Aaron under his questionable
wing and make him a star. Aaron refused, and has been delighting New Orleans
ever since. According to a friend, Mr. Neville did get 200 new suits out of the
aborted deal.
We should also mention some other important people that contribute so much to
the New Orleans music scene:

Lee Dorsey. National hits in the 60 s with "Y a Y a ,” “Holy C o w ,” and “Working
in the Coal Mine (recently covered by Devo). Still a vital force on stage, Lee has
one of the best voices in town.
Dr. Joh n (Mac Rebennackj: Protege of the late and locally lamented Professor
Longhair, the good Doctor carries the weight-and delivers the sound. His cracked,
strangled vocals and brains-in-fingers piano interprets older New Orleans R & B for
the Peps. Generation well enough to MAKE THEM D AN C E. But being white
doesnt hurt either, in popularizing this stuff (sorry, Dr. John fans)
And: Zachary Richard . local heavy metal cajun b a n d - th e y love them or hate
them. Irma Thomas, Tommy Ridgley, Dave Bartholomew. Zigaboo Modeleste and
George Porter (drums and bass for The Meters, now with The Metrics), Leo
Noceniellu U Queenie, James Booker, Ernie K-Doe, Earl King. Robert Parker,
Red Tyler Johnny Adams, Tuts Washington, e tc.- b u y any records by these folks
and by all means necessary go to the festival next year (May 1 to May 10).
O h. we can t forget the food.

The Food
Good stuff. Eat the crawfish, suck the heads, and say, "Fuck it. I ll have a Dixie.”
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An anthropological view of ^Celebrate
by Craig Renner
I had the opportunity last week to
briefly experience the world of ar
cheological discovery. Dr. Ronald
Mason (Lawrence University) and
his wife Dr. Carol Mason (Universi
ty of Wisconsin) took myself and six
other Lawrentians on a test "dig” at
Porte de More in Door County. The
Masons had successfully excavated
and analyzed the archeological re
mains of the Bay Culture Indians
some twelve years ago, and wanted
to test an adjoining site that is to be
bulldozed for the construction of a
new ferry port. If the site proved to
yield a significant concentration of
artifacts, then perhaps construction
would be delayed to allow for a full
excavation of the site. We found
many fragments of stone tool in
dustry and several nearly complete
arrowheads left behind by the Bay
Culture Indians about the time of
Christ. Although these finds did not
indicate that a full excavation would
be fruitful, it was an important test
nonetheless, for we could be fairly
confident that the future construc
tion would not be destroying a fer
tile artifact-bearing site. Perhaps
even more important, the trip gave
those of us who had never done any
archeological fieldwork to momen
tarily become practicing archeologists, to be active par
ticipants in the quest for unraveling
the mysteries of humankind. I think
we all felt fortunate to have been a
small part of that quest.
And so we returned to Lawrence
Sunday afternoon, each of us with a
small collection of stone tools and an
overall sense of satisfaction about
the weekend. But I still fancied
myself an archeologist—I didn’t
want to let go of the adventurous at
mosphere of the dig. And so when I
stepped from the van and observed
the spectacle of Celebrate in full sw
ing* I thought to myself, “ What
would an archeologist make of
this?” I began to look around for
things that would be potential ar
tifacts—that might endure for
generations without breaking down,
w ith o u t
de com posing
in to
unrecognizable matter, and that

would, at the same time, provide the
archeologist with some meaningful
information about the festival. Then
I cast my thoughts back to last
year’s Celebrate and realized that
the physical evidence from the event
would disappear at the end of the
day. The stages would be struck, the
food and beer stands would be
disassembled, the arts and crafts
booths would be packed up by their
owners, the chalk-part on the
sidewalks would be worn away by
feet or washed away by water, and
the clean-up crews would whisk
away all remaining evidence.
I thought perhaps the only
physical evidence that would even
have a chance of entering the ar
cheological record would be the
signs painted on the cement walls
across from the fraternity houses
and next to Brokaw: “ Fun for All,”
“ Free Food, Entertainment and
Beverages,” “ Rain or Shine: Be
There,” “ All are Welcome,” "Miller
Time is Celebrate Time.” But these
writings are cryptic, if not utterly
devoid of any meaningful message
about the festival that might be
passed on to future generations. So I
also considered the Celebrate pro
gram, but this contained only a list
of the scheduled events, a list of the
stands offering consumables and
their sponsors, a list of the various
arts and crafts proprietors, a list of
the individuals who had planned the
events, a list of the businesses that
offered financial support for the
event, and a map showing where the
various attractions were located.
But nowhere in the program was an
indication of why the festival had
been planned, or what exactly was
being Celebrated. Discouraged with
the prospects of these meager
physical evidences, I decided I could
no longer depend on the ar
cheological approach. Faced with
the ephemeral nature of the festival,
and still determined to uncover its
cultural meaning, I chose to employ
the standard tools of the student of
social and cultural anthropology:
personal interviews and participant
observation.
So I drank a Miller. I made my

way around the campus for the rest to the celebration. All the par
of the afternoon, taking in the se ticipants brought their own tradi
cond performance of "The Circus” tions with them. The diverse
by the actors’ collective, several hawkers, arts and crafters, enter
bands, talking to friends, and, on a tainers, were each continuing (or
couple of occasions, complete perhaps inaugurating) their own
strangers. I watched the children separate traditions, as were those in
chalking up the sidewalks and riding a t t e n d a n c e —A p p l e t o n i a n s ,
ponies, and even made a quick pass s tu d e n ts , fa c u lty , Lawrence
through the arts and crafts booths, em ployees,
m otorcycle-gang
and, of course, I had a couple more members, etc. The festival was a
Millers and a steak sandwich from hodgepodge of diverse traditions, a
the Phi Delts.
virtual potpourri of ideas and ideals.
But I was still confounded. I still
But the lack of a shared, culturally
had not discovered anything
m e a n in g fu l tr a d itio n in the
resembling a central theme, a focus, Celebrate festival is not due to a lack
a tradition binding all these people of hard work or creativity on the
together. We were all celebrating, part of the planners of Celebrate. It
but what was it that we were is, rather, a sign of the times; it is
celebrating? Then it hit me. WE
not an exception to the rule, but a
weren’t celebrating anything. There good example of the typical festival
was a lot of celebrating going on, to of its type. We cannot ignore the
be sure, but each of us was responsi larger forces in our society which
ble for supplying our own meaning tend to tear down cross-cultural
community traditions while en
couraging the individualization of
values. What we find is an atomiza
tion of values and traditions that
reflect the spirit of individualism
which is rooted in the modern
capitalist society. Under these con
ditions we shouldn't find it surpris
ing to find a lack of a central focus, a
meaningful tradition binding all of
the participants together.
But that does not mean that such
a tradition cannot be inaugurated;
we can make our own history, we
can create our own traditions. But
such traditions cannot be created
out of thin air; they must be rooted
in forces that have a real, material
basis in society. We might learn a
lesson from the history of the
American Indians. Many of the
larger tribes held great harvest or
hunting festivals that were organiz
ed around the community im
perative of producing or capturing
food at certain times of the year.
These festivals had a truly mean
ingful and shared cultural basis, and
the propagation of the meaning in
herent in these festivals was provid
ed by the common bond of communi
ty ownership of the agricultural and
hunting lands. Certainly the times
have changed; the bonds have been
split by private ownership, but our
sense of history can give us the
tools to forge new bonds and create
new traditions.
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Shrode on “Celebrate”
When Celebrate '83 drew to a close
Sunday night, there were mixed
reactions among the students: the
music was good, the music was bad,
the beer was good, the beer was...and
so on. The old adage you can't please
all of the people seems apropos when
reviewing Celebrate. However, we
were interested in finding out who
tried to please as many of the people
as possible and how they went about
it. We set our sights on the Office of
Campus Life, and spoke with Paul
Shrode. The interview proved to be
very enlightening and revealed some
little-known facts about Celebrate
planning and programming. We
thank Paul for his time.
Q: Mr. Shrode, were you pleased

with Celebrate?
A: Yes, I was. Overall, yes I was.
Q: Do you think that the students
were?
A: It is very difficult to please
everyone, but I think the majority of
people had a good time.
Q: There was quite a bit of
dissatisfaction regarding the large
amount of press devoted to Miller
Brewing; could you tell us why they
were such a force in Celebrate '83?
A: Miller offered to help fund a
large part of Celebrate, including
$1300 of free advertising. Celebrate
is a very expensive proposition:

somewhere in the neighborhood of
$10,000 was needed this year. We
received some of that from LUCC.
Miller simply pledged to help out ex
tensively; they funded $1700 of The
Producers’ fee. We shopped
around—area businesses, campus
organizations, and other beer
representatives; Miller gave us the
best deal.
Q: Who chose The Producers as
the main attraction? Was Miller in
volved in this selection?
A: The Producers had been the
choice for main band; they happened
to be on tour with something known
as the Miller Rock Network. We
wanted The Producers, and Miller
offered to help us out in return for
their advertising.
Q: Do you regret Lawrence hav
ing to play second fiddle to a beer
distributor in return for the oppor
tunity to have Celebrate?
A: Yes I do. Celebrate is suppos
ed to give the community an oppor
tunity to see the campus and the
students, and vice versa. To make
beer the main attraction seems sort
of disappointing.
Q: In that vein, do you think
Celebrate was just a big beer party
for ,many of the people who at
tended? I.e., do you think they
came for the beer?
A: We had the best turnout in the
history of Celebrate, 20,000. I don’t
think people came only for the beer;
I think they came for the music,
crafts and food as well as just to
have a good time.
Q: While we are on the subject, is
there any reason why there have
been so many, what seems an inor
dinate amount of beer nights this
year? Are the beer representatives
trying to flood the campus by giving
us good deals on their products?
A: This is something we’ve been
thinking about also. I don’t think
that a beer night should be just that.
When they sell a Bavarian beer and
lower the price, it just makes people
drink. They could sell food and have
music which would correspond
somehow with the beer that they are
selling. I would like to see the focus
taken away from drinking and
directed towards some other ac
tivities. Myself and several other
people are involved in a group which

is studying the drinking and the
Viking Room; we would like to see
people doing other things besides
just drinking. We are trying to coor
dinate activities which would aug
ment the beer nights and give
students other possibilities for using
their time.
Q: Who is responsible for selec
ting the music in the Viking Room?
There seems to have been an
overabundance of mainstream rock,
and very little reggae or new wave.
Is there a survey which is responsi
ble for determining the musical
choices?
A: Yes. We have conducted a
survey at Downer and in the frater
nities. About one quarter of the cam
pus took part. Jazz and rock were
primary choices, but some people
did suggest new wave, blues or punk
bands, but you have to go with the
majority, and that’s what we’ve
tried to do. I think we’ve been able
to please most of the people, but not
all of them.
Q: You’ve almost completed
your first year at Lawrence; how do
you feel about it, and what are some
of your reactions?
A: Good and bad. Most of the
people and students I worked with
were interesting and enjoyable.
Q: What are your aspirations for

next year, and how do you view
yourself and your office vis-a-vis the
student body?
A: 1 feel good about coming
back—as I said, I enjoyed most of
the students I ’ve encountered. I
think that our Office should play a
more active part in organizations
and student life. We should give the
students an opportunity to broaden
their horizons, things to do with
their free time, so that when they
graduate, and they come home from
work at night, they can do
something which they enjoy and
which makes them feel good.
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“Hearts and Minds99a must this weekend

by Amy E. Pagel
Few films are better than those
that take a familiar theme and make
you forget that you already knew
the ending when you walked in the
door of the theater. This is especially
true when the film is a documentary
about the Vietnam War. Hearts and
Minds, directed by Peter Davis, is
such a film. The general themes of
the film are fairly stagnant; they are
well known and have been discussed
and used before. But it is the direc
tor’s dynamic and fluid approach to
those well-worn themes that makes
the film so captivating.
Hearts and Minds is not a run-ofthe-mill Vietnam documentary. It
goes a step further than peace rallies
at home, depressed soldiers discuss
ing what they have done, and
devastated Vietnamese families.
The title refers to a comment made
by President Johnson that “ the
ultimate victory of Vietnam relies
on the hearts and minds of the peo
ple who actually live there.’’ Yet
Davis not only deeply probes into
the hearts and minds of the Viet
namese, he also dissects the hearts
and minds of American governmen
tal officials and American soldiers.
He probes not only into the aftermath of the war, but also, and

perhaps more importantly, into the
American and Vietnamese views
that prompted it to occur in the first
place.
The film begins in post-World War
II
America, and explores the
prevalent American attitude of that
time: namely, that we should “ex
tend our visions of progress to all of
the world.” As an accompaniment to
this attitude is America’s over
whelming fear of communism. We
see interviews of Ronald Reagan,
Senator Fulbright, J. Edgar Hoover,
Ellsberg (a former aide to the
defense departm ent). General
Westmoreland, and Presidents
Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson, and
Nixon, as well as talks with
numerous soldiers and various
late-1950’s
an ti- co m m u n ist
documentaries. The predominating
attitude expressed through all of
these clips is one of great faith and
trust in the American government
and the American way of life. This
o v e rw h e lm in g
a tt it u d e
of
righteousness is perhaps best sum
med up by the return of a P.O.W.,
Lt. George Coker. He comes back to
his small town in New Jersey amidst
flags, cheers, high school bands and
a red carpet. In a speech to the town,
Coker claims that it was his “ faith in
my family, faith in my god, and faith

and dresses like a farmer.
On Let’s Dance, one senses
Bowie’s self-satisfaction. Whereas
the David Bowie of the 1970’s seem
ed to be constantly in search of a
new direction, trying to anticipate
(and often setting) a new trend in
music, Let’s Dance presents no
break with the past. Rather it is a
culmination of past achievements,
an example of self-assured know
how that follows years of experimen
tations and discovery.
Bowie reportedly spent just three
weeks in the studio recording and
mixing this greatly anticipated
album. Let’s Dance has all the
freshness and honesty that one
might expect from such a concen
trated effort. Ex-Chic guitarist Nile
Rodgers teamed with Bowie in pro
ducing this LP. Like other recent
black-white recording teams, such
as Was (Not Was) and Material, the
Rodgers/Bowie collaboration is
highly successful.
Rodgers is a down to earth bass
and guitar oriented funkster. Bowie,
who claim s d isd ain for the

altho ug h Johnson may have
thought that was the way in which
to win the war, such an examination
will only result in providing
evidence for why the war should
never have taken place.
Davis interviews a wide spectrum
of Vietnamese, and is not content to
talk only to those who are
guaranteed to pull on the audience’s
heart strings. While we see frantic
peasants, we also hear passionate
political prisoners, deathly calm in
tellectuals, and bewildered priests.
Throughout all of these interviews,
the themes of revolution versus
counter-revolution, and the issue of
a nation fighting for its liberty and
freedom are discussed. One of the
more poignant interviews is neatly
juxtaposed with a Fourth of July
celebration in the States. The
ideological dilemma between the
Vietnamese and American people is
brought to a climax with the grand
jury testimony of Edward Sowders.

Triad

continued

by D avid Pickus

“My G od”, thought Sally Valuefree as she surveyed her portrait of David
Bowie, made out of grape tootsie-pop wrappers and red and white contact pills.
“Things are getting difficult.”
So she left her dorm room of singing cinderblock and with a resolute and
melancholy heart she began her walk through the campus. She walked past
buildings of cultic organization where great biceped Proselytes reeacted the logic of
an all too familiar myth. Past institutional edifices designed by ocelots who held draf
ting tools between their razor sharp teeth and renovated the horizon. Past people,
animals, crowds, and ghosts all on the way to the House of David Deepmeaning.
David Deepmeaning lived alone and for a living wrote suicide notes for other
synthesizer-dominated funk of the people. Business came in fits and starts and David, who had taken his doctoral
past few years, seems to have found thesis on the chatter at the end of The Beatles “1 Am the Walrus,” regarded his
the right partner. The cuts Let’s work as a mere diversion until he completed his three volume masterwork, which
Dance and Shake It are simple and was a synthesis of Kierkegaardian and Confucion interpretations of the White
stripped down to essential funk. Album.
Rodgers guitar work provides a rock
“Hello, good day, what can I do for you?” he said making each statement
steady groove while Carmine Rojas more banal than the last.
of Nona Hendryx’s outfit Propagan
“ 1 would like a note please, existence has irritated me lately, thank you,” said
da lays down a solid bass line which Sally.
struts up and down one’s spine.
“Right," said David through filthy spectacles. His face was an odd mixture of
Bowie expands on this tight rhythm childish and mature features as though his development had progressed at a
section with some swing big brass spasmodic and uneven pace. If it weren't for a weary brightness about his eyes it
instrum ent arrangements. The would be possible to mistake him for one much younger than he actually was. His
result is intoxicatingly danceable.
mouth tightened in a self-conscious conceit that seemed to say “Fuck off if you
Unlike earlier albums such as Low think I’m not sensitive." And he walked like he was a foot and half taller than he ac
or Heroes, Let’s Dance is not an at tually was.
mosphere album. On those col
This is the note David ended up writing:
laborations with Brian Eno, Bowie
When I was young 1was told not to be sloppy. Neatness brings order and sym
sought to create an ambience which metry, synonyms for redemption and creation. Where there is sloppiness there can
enveloped all the songs on the be no pleasure. Yet as though I have swallowed a gyroscope that turns me this way
album. The cuts on Let’s Dance are and that, sloppiness has conjured and determines my being. My possessions fall to
distinct and stand by themselves. the floor, my laughter descends into cynicism and my ideals into Dioxin River. I see
Sharply contrasting the irresistably no use in righting this wrong. The mess remains whether it is on the shelf or the
bouncy Let’s Dance and Shake It, floor. The anger is heard even if only the pleasant laugh is spoken. And my goals
Bowie gives us two of his finest are toxic regardless of the platitudes I have been taught to utter as an antidote. The
ballads, China Girl and Without gyroscope continues spinning, creating resentment without and discontent within. I
You. China Girl is a wonderfully am stopping the gyroscope and allowing it to sink into the coffee grinds of my soul.
romantic song Bowie co-wrote with I am rolling the end credits on the parables that have afflicted and shaped
Iggy Pop, who recorded the song a me. And when I rest sloppy in my grave 1shall be at ease. Keep the Faith, goodbye.
few years ago. On Without You
“Oh that’s nice” said Sally, writing the check.
Bowie croons and swoons while the
“And 1think it will make just the right impression on your loved ones who find
listener melts.
you,” said David in a solicitous salesman-like tone.
Let’s Dance features a remake of
"O h, they won’t find it,” said Sally. "You see I’m going to tape it to my
the haunting Cat People theme song beilybutton because that is a symbol of life and love while simultaneously being a
and Ricochet, a song in the same sign of separation that promises death. For 1truly exist between connectedness and
vein, which paints a rather despair separateness and 1 see no reason to move to one or another. My mouth and my
ing picture of urban life. On genitals spell life and my note and my navel scream death. I am equally at home in
Criminal World he sings about the either pole for 1am equally estranged from either one. So I will continue living as a
cosmopolitan night world (which he pinball bouncing from here to there, as water flowing to the easiest place to be.
was once the epitome of) from a posi Good day.’’ And she left.
tion of comfortable distance - “the
Now David was hurt, for he was proud of his note. He gazed knowingly at his
boys are like baby-faced girls...the homely posterthat depicted some non-existent water falling in a pastoral setting; he
girls are like baby-faced boys.” Yet reread the caption that proclaimed, Give the world the best you have and run the
taking a poke at the androgenous risk of being severly disappointed , and nodded knowingly. David possessed one
night clubbers, he invites us to put quality that made him stand out from his peers, as surely as a puppy of stained glass
on our red shoes and dance. Let’s would stand out from his siblings in the litter (if you should happen to see one). He
Dance is positive music, superbly was serious. And of all the things he was serious about, he was most serious about
executed, by a mature but not yet angst "This woman has wounded me with her flippancy”, he mused, "and 1 must
middle-aged David Bowie.
heal this hurt before it consumes me". David had multiplied his hurt by his ocean of
The Lawrentian wishes to thank
conceit and ended up feeling he had been monstrously wronged.
Beggar's Tune for their continual
I
shall bring this wench to justice , he said, and began to devise a plan. After
support, and for providing us with
exhausting many possibilities he came across a word that gripped him and shook
albums for our reviews. Thanks
him like wind and fear and he knew it would goad him into action. Cunnilingus.
•Gabe.
Yes I shall eat her and the pessimistic venom which flows from my tongue will
- JO N VANDENHEUVEL
flow into her life-screaming genitals, and her orgasm will sound the beginning of the

Bowie
more mature

David Bowie’s latest LP, Let’s
Dance, simply exudes confidence
and maturity. The once chameleon
like Bowie seems to have taken a
leap, no, a deliberate step, out of the
glitter-glamour rock squalor that
engulfed him in the mid-70’s. Claim
ing that it’s hip “ not to be cool ”, the
ultra-chic Ziggy S tardust of
yesteryear now lives in Australia

in my country ” that kept him alive
while he was a prisoner of war.
Throughout this first section of the
film, Vietnam is not seen at all ex
cept for an initial opening shot of a
small serene village, Hung Dingh,
northwest of Saigon.
America’s adamant faith begins
to be implicitly questioned, once two
soldiers (Coker and ex-Captain
Floyd) begin to discuss the exhilara
tion and thrill of bombing Viet
namese towns. We come back to
Hung Dingh and begin to realize
that it is not as peaceful as our in
itial glimpse may have led us to
believe. An elderly Vietnamese
woman speaks of the death of her
sister, a man points to where his
house once stood, and a carpenter
methodically builds coffins for
children, 800-900 per week. Davis
thus begins to set up the major
dilemma of the film. As he begins to
explore the hearts and minds of the
Vietnamese, it becomes clear that
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Sowders, an army deserter, talks
about the propaganda and brain
washing type of training done by the
Ar/ny both in Vietnam and in
America. The conflict between two
opposing ideologies is thus brought
to a head. One quickly begins to
sense that the center will not hold
and that although it was previously
held together through the conflict of
both sides strongly believing in
what they were doing, American
faith is now begining to fall apart.
The dilemma of this second sec
tion of the film moves into the final
portion dealing with the growing
disillusionment of America with the
Vietnam war. It is in this section of
the documentary that the dynamic
nature of Davis’ work becomes most
evident. It would have been easy for
Davis to interview those who in the
end were able to admit that they
were wrong and that they no longer
believe in what they did during the
war, but Davis exposes all view
points. He maintains contact with
those to whom he has spoken
throughout the film up to this point.

M cC arthy, R obert K ennedy,
Ellsberg, and Clifford as well as Nix
on are all shown to come out strong
ly against the war. This is the first
time a peace rally is shown. Soldiers
who earlier stated that they believed
in what they were doing in the war
now begin to break down and cry!
Men are shown in wheelchairs which
the camera avoided in their earlier
discussions. The bomber who had
earlier compared hitting his target
to singing an aria, now says that he
never saw a child hit* by an A bomb
and as a father he can’t imagine
what he would do if that were to
happen to his children. The most jar
ring comment of all, however, is that
which Davis saves for last. An ex
captain states that “ Americans
have tried very hard to escape what
we have learned in Vietnam.’’ With
the present problems in El Salvador,
and with conflicts practically
anywhere in the world, it would be
best if America—as a country, and
as individuals—did not forget the
lessons of Vietnam. A good start to
remembering is to see Hearts and
Minds this weekend in Y161.

end for my formerly unaffiliated foe. Yes, my tongue and her clitoris and the grace
of the heavens that has brought me to my point of view will form a triad that will
synthesize and progress to that ultimate plane where truth and melancholy are
united.
And so he set out to make his noble endeavour come true. Sally, however,
would have none of it. “Your concerns are not my concerns, all desire is ex post
facto, you have formed an image of release, and you seek it like sand seeks your
bedsheets. Yet to me your discharge will be unreal as the image you have formed.
You can’t change me so you might as well change your mind. Clear off.”
David then strode off moody and depressed. He spent the next several days in
a grill staring at his reflections in yellow formica and drinking squirrel-flavored soda,
while some bleary-eyed girl told him, “Well it’s good that you’re concerned with
these things, not too many people are.”
God came shuffling down the street unshaven and dressed in the same clothes
you always see him in. It was afternoon and he had just gotten up and was proudly
killing time before the bars opened. David saw him and tried to cross the street, but
God called to him, “Hey, give me a buck for cigarettes.”
Why should I give God a dollar when he has the whole world, thought David.
“Just this once, as a favor.”
“Oh shit, what kind do you want?” grumbled David.
“Dien Bien phu’s ”
As David handed God the dollar he could see that God already had at least
nine packs underneath his jacket. “That does it,” he thought, and grabbed at him.
but.God had disappeared.
Meanwhile, Sally, on a lark, decided she would kill herself. “Yes,” she
thought, “there is a time when nakedness is appropriate and a time where it in
duces shame. Right now I am ashamed of life. From love in its sticky wetness 1seek
words with their airy strength. Yet 1have left both love and words to dwell in an in
termediate zone of silence. Now 1am ashamed to return to either house lest they
discover my betrayal. David was right.”
David, however, didn’t know he had a convert, for he was on a plane to Israel.
Once there he took a cab to Jacob’s Ladder where he ascended to heaven (that’s
where God lives).
When he stormed in, God was sitting cross-legged on a huge white marble slab
talking to Michelangelo, who was pruning imaginary bushes.
“You cheated me!” he screamed.
“Oh boy,” said God, “1knew this was coming. Tell me, why do you expect
me, the same God who doesn’t intervene in the face of real suffering and violence,
to intervene in the face of your bitching?"
“I bitch therefore I am.”
“Clever, but wrong, hypocrite. I have not created a world where everyone flat
ters you the way you would have them do. Everyone doesn’t love you the way you
love yourself. Behold, I will judge you on your own scale.” And God created a
scale. “You stand on one end and all the people you think want to put ground glass
in your food will grace the other.”
Because David was outnumbered by about one billion to one, the scale tilted
rather violently against him. So much so that he fell off of the scale out of heaven
and found himself whizzing over the Atlantic Ocean.
“It’s embarrassing to be alive,” he thought, watching the waves below.
Meanwhile, Sally had purchased an ACME cafeteria tray-launcher and wheel
ed into the cafeteria where she inserted a tray with a razor sharp edge. She went to
a table at the far edge of the room, took off her clothes, and waited for the end.
Just then David flew into the open cafeteria window and landed right between
her legs. “Aha,” he thought, “not even God can foil my plans.” He began to eat her
in a clumsy, self-conscious way. Sally decided to ignore him and save face.
However, David (for once) did something right and Sally began to feel a most un
fortunate pleasure. The pleasure was unfortunate because it made her writhe out of
range of the deadly tray aimed at her throat. Thunk, the machine went off and
the disk embedded itself harmlessly in the wall above her.
“Now look what you’ve done,” Sally screamed in tears as she stormed out of
the cafeteria. David shrugged, bewildered, and picked his suicide note that had
fallen from Sally’s navel. On it in God’s handwriting was written a short note in red
ink.
passion ¡s refreshing, but your naivete and petulance quickly become
tiresome, do some more outside reading. C minus.
Sally went home, took out a 44 magnum, and fired it at her head point-blank.
(Luckily, at that very moment a piece of cinderblock jumped out of the wall and
deflected the bullet to some far-off city where it knocked the gun out of the hand of
a bad guy who was about to rob a law-abiding citizen).
David took his note home, had some wine, got in the mood, then opened his
mouth and started to eat.
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i-dots Danceworthy
Out of a fairly active campus band
scene, the i-dots have distinguished
themselves as purveyors of con
sistently entertaining, interesting,
and danceable music, including
substantial original material. Atten
ding their performances, one is
struck first by the eminently
danceworthy quality of their tunes,
and secondly by the appearance of
the performers themselves: attrac
tive, happy and clean-cut without
being plastic. Yet, a certain
enigmatic quality about the band pi
qued my curiosity enough to seek
out an interview. The encounter was
their, and also my, first interview;
thus we began, rather unsure how to
proceed, but certain that we would
have an interesting time finding our
way. (Note: since this neophyte jour
nalist had not yet learned the
marvelous utility of that device
known as the tape recorder, most
quotes will be paraphrased.)
Present at the interview were
Chris Alvarado, guitarist; Kyre
Schoen (really Erik in civilian life),
bassist; and Michael Wilson, percus
sionist. Regretfully absent was Jannette Blochwitz, singer (also known
as “the girl ”). Apparently concerned
that she might be neglected, the
other band members solicitously in
structed me to “ say nice things
about Jan,’’ offering a few sugges
tions: “Jan sings...we re very proud
of her...she’s very tall, so you can see
her.“ Then, to publicly dispel any
unwholesome rumors which might
be floating about. Chris declared.
“Were a family band. No por
nographic lyrics, no weird Prince
covers...” In fact. “ Bring the kids
They wouldn’t understand the
music, but they would dance.’’
In the fullness of time the ques
tioning began in earnest. First, the
obvious query: why “i-dots ”? The
etymological root of the term, Erik
explained, was “ loosely—idiots’’.
Credit for this clever nomenclature
goes to Bruce Heyl, who on Erik’s
request had produced a list of 100
possible band names such as “Giant
Fibre” and, of course, “ i-dots”. (Sad
to say, the other 98 have been lost to
posterity.)
The next question dealt with the
i-dots’ original songs: who writes
them, and what are they about?
Answer: Erik writes the lyrics and
bass lines, and then the others add
their parts. Erik explained further
that “the lyrics are about people and
society”, while “ the music is about
dancing.” The songs, with titles
such as “adman”, “ blame the vic
tim ”, and “anicewaytopassthetime”
reflect a variety of themes and
musical styles; anyone interested in
checking them out may contact a
band member for a tape.
As the interview progressed it
quickly became apparent that no
one member could speak for the
band as a whole; since the three
disagreed on most of the questions
asked, each replied separately. On
the subject of their musical in
fluences, Chris (bachelor number
one) referred to Debussy as his
favorite; Erik (bachelor number two)
cited the Gang of Four; and Mike
(bachelor number three) cited jazz,
Latin-American and Brazilian per
cussionists such as Steve Gadd and
Airto.
What motivates them—an ir
resistible creative urge, the lure of
celebritihood and stardom, exhibi
tionism, money? For Chris, the most
rewarding aspect of bandhood is per

forming live: “ I t ’s cool to see people
dancing.’’ For Erik, songwriting is
paramount: “ I like to write songs in
a bandular context. But I like per
forming, too.” Mike: “ I hope to pick
up girls. No, 1 like music.”
What are their ultimate aesthetic
goals? Do they see themselves
primarily as a “ fun’’ band, or as ar
tists, or both? Erik made a brave at
tempt to answer this one. His goal is
to write lyrics which make “in
teresting comments within music
that has mass appeal,” but yet is
“ musically challenging.” Chris con
curred with this articulation of the
i-dot aesthetic; Mike on the other
hand maintained that he “just likes
to play drums.” After a moment’s
thought, Erik further developed his
concept with the ideal of music
which is “definitely out of the
mainstream, yet firmly rooted in the
popular music tradition.” “ Popular
m usic” was then defined as
whatever has mass appeal at the
time; what was popular in the 1700’s
is obviously not the same as what is
popular now. An argument then en
sued as to whether “popular music”
historically is what appealed to the
masses or what appealed to the
aristocracy, but this issue was not
resolved in the course of the inter
view.
No one felt qualified to answer my
next
q u e s tio n ,
“ W hat
is
Art?”—ostensibly because none of
them had taken any art classes.
(Proclaimed Chris humbly: “ Were
not artists, yet.”) On whether music
has a political function, views
diverged: to Erik “ politics is involv
ed in everything’’, Chris has
political views but doesn’t associate
them with music, and Mike con
siders himself apolitical.
The one point on which everyone
agreed was that although they, hav
ing quite different tastes and opi
nions, argue “ a lo t” , these
arguments are often productive and
result in a diverse sound and in
teresting music. I p a perfect illustra
tion of Hegelian dialectic, the i-dots
achieve, through these conflicts, a
higher unity. The end result
is —w hat
else?—“ m usic
for
humans”.
The i-dots will be performing at
Zoo Day and on June 3 in the Viking
Room. Of course, they point out,
they will also be appearing as in
dividuals numerous times before
those dates. (Who knows, you may
even see them on the street.) If you
like dancing and music and fun, you
will like the i-dots. Come check them
out—and don’t forget to bring the
kids.
- M A R C Y DUNAGAN
Coming soon to a coffeehouse near you...
A theatrical event not to be missed! Fred
Gaines' comedy tutorial presents two
Schnitzlar one-acts, followed by Rob
Brackenridge's senior project, Ernie's Incredile Illucinations • the absolutely silliest
play: Alan Aykbourne at his very best. A
night of comedy which will leave you with a
smile on your face and a pain in your gut. Be
prepared Tues. May 31, and Wed. June 1 at
7:30 p.m.
Attention Brewer Fans
The annual roadtrip to Milwaukee County
Stadium to watch the Brew Crew in action is
planned for Friday night, the 27th of May. A
greyhound-type coach bus has been reserved
along with two '/i barrels of Miller (plus that
alternative beverage), for 47 people to sit in
box seats and watch the American League
Champs. The cost of the trip is only $14.50,
which includes trip, liquid refreshment
(maybe even munchies), and box seats. For
anymore information or to reserved a seat on
the bus (sales will be on a first come first ser
ve basis) call or contact Mike Mol, Kohler
HR, at 6775, as soon as possible.
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Busy Signal

Schulze and the W ind

‘you’re On the Air.”
Swept by the tide of electromagnetic waves
Radiating out into infinite space
Charging the air with invisible power
Y ou are the controller— G od of an hour.
Push buttons, flip switches, turn knobs and dials—
It’s manipulator’s heaven, a techno-paradise.
C ue up, spin a record, now play a tape
— But it’s only transistorized
Thumb-twiddling,
Electronic escape.
Deluded, and drunk with the power you feel
(The music’s rhythm makes time unreal)
Unknowable echoes you leave in your wake
— But d o n ’t stop to wonder what difference you make,
Just filling the‘void with continuous sound
Till the final, dread m om ent at last comes around:
“We nou> end our regular broadcast day .”
Sign-off.
Music stops,
Static shrieks—
the void returns
Until tomorrow,
when once again, the filament burns.

—MARCY DUNAGAN

Children from three area school
choirs will join Channel 11 anchor
man Bob Schulze and the Lawrence
University Wind Ensemble in the
performance of Alec Wilder’s ‘‘A
Children’s Plea for Peace” Sunday,
May 15, at 3 p.m. in Lawrence
Memorial Chapel.
The lyrics for “A Children’s Plea
for Peace” were written by children
of Avon, N.Y., and were set to music
by Wilder. Singers from Menasha’s
Clovis Grove Elementary School,
and Appleton’s Huntley Elemen
tary School and Roosevelt Junior
High School will speak and sing the
lyrics, and Schulze will narrate
several portions.
The public is invited to attend. An
admission charge of $1 will be
donated to UNICEF in accordance
with Wilder’s wishes.
The Wind Ensemble also will per
form ‘‘Lucis Creator,” composed by
Assistant Professor of Music
Rodney Rogers of the Lawrence

83-84 Cham ber Music Preview
The 1983-84 Chamber Music
Series at Lawrence University will
open Oct. 7 with a performance by
the B edford D u o ,a n
oboeharpsichord duo which performs us
ing Baroque-style furnishings and a
replica of a 17th century harp
sichord.
Also appearing during the 1983-84
season will be pianist Jean-Yves
Thibaudet, Nov. 5; Zeitgeist, a newmusic ensemble, Feb. 10, and
lutenist Hopkinson Smith, March
30. All performances will take place
at 8 p.m. in the Lawrence University
Music-Drama Center’s Harper Hall.
Season tickets for the series are
available at discounted rates, $16.75
for students and adults over 62 and
$22 for all others, through July 15.
Order forms may be obtained by
calling the Lawrence Public Events
Office at 735-6585.
The mother and son duo of
Frances and Monte Bedford has
been performing since 1974. Their
concert tours have taken them to the
east, midwest, and southern regions
of the United States. The duo

My D ream

recently added an international
dimension to its growing reputation
for the performance of both Baroque
and contemporary music with a con
cert in Edinburgh, Scotland.
Since winning the 1981 Young
Concert Artist International Audi
tions at the age of eighteen, the
French pianist Jean-Yves Thibaudet
has made sensational debuts at the
Kennedy Center in Washington,
D.C., in New York, and in Pasadena,
Calif, where the Los Angeles Times
called him “a pianist of the first
order with fabulous technique,
subties of tone and the indefinable
gift of magic.” He has performed
throughout the world, in cities such
as Paris, Rotterdam, Amsterdam,
Naples, Munich, Krakow, and
Budapest, and has toured Japan
with the Tokyo Philharmonic.
Zeitgeist is a new-music ensemble
which has established a national
reputation for its consistently high
quality presentation of avant-garde
music. The group’s repertoire con
sists entirely of works by living com-

posers, most of whom are American.
Pianist Gregory Theisen and percus
sionists Jay Johnson and Joseph
Holmquist perform programs which
usually include one or two works of
their own, written individually or
collectively, and one or more of the
fourteen compositions which have
been w ritten specifically for
Zeitgeist. The ensemble’s perfor
mance at Lawrence is being sup
ported by the Affiliated States Arts
Agencies of the Upper Midwest.
H opkinson S m ith performs
throughout Europe and America on
instruments which range from the
Baroque lute and guitar to the theor
bo, vilheula, and various lutes of the
Renaissance. Interested in language
as well as music, he traveled exten
sively in the Middle East and India
before entering Harvard University,
where he studied Arabic and design
as well as music. He was the first
musician to record lute repertoire
using original or authentic historical
instruments and his discography in
cludes more than thirty solo, duo,
and ensemble recordings.

Conservatory. This work will
feature alto Nancy Stowe.
Wind Ensemble conductor Robert
Levy will conduct the Wilder work
and will lead the Symphonic Band in
J.S. Bach’s ‘‘Passacaglia and Fugue
in C Minor” and Percy Grainger’s
“ Irish Tune from Country Derry”
and ‘‘Lincolnshire Posy.”
Wilder, who died in December
1980, was one of only a handful of
composers who are at home in the
worlds of popular and “ serious”
music. He wrote such popular
classics as “ I ’ll Be Around,” “ I t ’s
So Peaceful in the Country” and
“While We’re Young.” He also com
posed numerous solo works for
outstanding musicians across the
country, as well as music for
chamber ensembles and symphony
orchestras.
Wilder wrote “ A Children’s Plea
for Peace” at the prompting of a
friend who had just returned from
Arab-Israeli Six-Day War. Rather
than appeal to philosophers and
poets for the text, Wilder felt it ap
propriate that children voice
statements for peace.
Children under the age of 12 in
Avon, N.Y., were asked to submit
essays on peace, and selected
passages were set to music. As a
final touch, Wilder added lines of his
own to be spoken by an adult nar
rator. The concern for children that
led Wilder to compose the plea mov
ed him to request that all perfor
mances of it be for the benefit of
U N IC E F, the United Nations
children’s fund.

Words by Randy Newman
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Interior Transcript of an
Emergency Broadcast
“The Show Must Go O n .”
Unspoken anguish.
Swallowed by anonymity
(All hope go ne— why go on?)
No choice,
Trapped into
Perpetual forward movement
Sucked into an electronic channel
Called by the tone—touch-tone, dial tone
“...91.1 Megahertz...
...10 ,500 watts of effective radiated pow er...”
A single sound pulls you along
— a sine wave, a heartbeat (whose?)
Suddenly:
A disembodied voice—an important message
two high-pitched tones
d a s h in g continuous—

a silent scream
“This is a test of the Emergency Broadcast System. If this had been an actual
emergency, you would have been instructed where to tune in your area for more
information.
This is only a test...(die)
only a test...(die)
O O N N L L Y Y AA TTEEESSSSTTTT(((((((

—M ARCY DUNAGAN

by Cheryl Horne
sing. No one was asked for a musical
Notes on Kean from a not-so- audition. When I talked with Terry
innocent bystander.
Olson, music co-ordinator for the
Kean or Disorder and Genius will production, about the amount of
be presented for the Campus at large music to be used in the show I began
next Thursday and Saturday at 7:30 to get a little nervous. No one knew
p.m. in Stansbury Theatre. Friday if these people could really sing or
night is a $6.00 a seat benefit perfor not. So I approached our first music
mance for A Better Chance. Con rehearsal with a bit of trepidation.
sidering Friday’s relatively expen Olson plunged headlong in the
sive tickets, Thursday’s and Satur music. He made no exceptions for
day’s “ Free with Luid” perfor people who did not fully understand
mances will probably be more the terminology or who had little
popular student nights. So get your sightsinging experience. The cast
tickets now!!!! Don’t be turned rose to the occasion. I was pleasant
away on Saturday.
ly surprised by the talent, both
I have been involved with the musical and dramatic, that has been
Lawrence Theatre Department for lying dormant in the Lawrence com
the last four years. Never have I munity. The music, chosen to
been as excited about a production enhance the play as well as to re
as I am about Kean. When auditions main faithful to dramatic conven
were announced for the play I wrote tions of Dumas’ period, is an ex
a letter to the Editor about “the citing addition to the production.
Great Divide.” (The Great Divide is Olson, with the help of Professor
that street which divides the Music Paul Hollinger, has given the show’s
Drama Center from the other side of director (Tom West) just what he
the Campus.)
asked for—appropriate music
Over sixty people braved the curb. beautifully rendered. This in itself is
The result is a talented cast of six a tribute to Lawrence. Kean
teen people out of which only three represents the continuation of a new
are Theatre/Drama majors. The title tradition of cooperation between the
and
the
role is played by John Landis, a C onservatory
Math Major in his Junior year. The Theatre/Drama Department. The
cast includes Paul Bergen, Anne production cannot help but benefit
Retif, M att McCutcheon, Rob from that cooperation.
Kean has many positive elements
Brackenridge, John Middleton,
David Pickus, Craig Renner, Mark besides the music. Richmond
Steidl, John Smither, Lisa Morris, Frielund, Associate Professor of
Tom Hambleton, Linda Asleson, Theatre/Drama is designing the set,
Neil McLachlan, Jan Blochwitz and M. Craig McKenzie is designing the
C indy Mader. Their specific lighting and Heidi Johnston is
disciplines include French, Physics, designing the costumes. Frielund
History, Anthropology, English, and McKenzie have produced the
and a few “ undecideds” as well as setting and lighting as a col
laborative team since Threepenny
Theatre/Drama.
This alone is enough for Lawrence Opera last year. This year Johnston
to be proud of. Our liberal arts joined the duo to work on The Three
education offers students the ability Sisters. Their cooperation always
to participate in theatrical produc lends an artistic cohesiveness to pro
tions on a level undreamt of at larger ductions not always achieved by
universities. But the demands of talented design teams. I cannot give
away any of their secrets of sur
Kean carry the “rounded education
prises for Kean—their last show
ideal to an extreme.
When auditioning, everyone was together—but I can guarantee that
asked whether or not they could audiences will not go away disap-

pointed.
The cast, the music, the design
work all culminate into an exciting
production. This production has
been sparked by the talents of one
m a n —M r. Tom W est. W est
translated/adapted Kean from Alex
andre Dumas’ original work. He is
directing it himself. This is the first
time the work is being pro
duced—but it will not be the last. It
is a marvelous opportunity for
Lawrenoe to be able to give this new
work in its first realization.
For many people, myself included,
Kean is “ the last one.” Kean is the
culmination of the training we have
had and the growth we have made at
Lawrence. Knowing that our work is
for a first rate show is gratifying.
But knowing that we are working to
give birth to a new play with a pro
mising future is exhilerating. It is
not something to be missed.

The 25*
Personals
LIZ V.B. — Your fantastic abilities for
conversing on the phone amaze me. Perhaps
you could give me some tips. P.S. Enjoy
yourself Saturday night!
___
Your Big Sis, Sharon
SHARON R: You scholar/athlete you.
We're all proud of you. You’re going to be
cheerful for the rest of the term, O.K.? No
more minor depressions.
Your nieghbor in 227

ELLEN R. — It ’s your own business if you
have such explicit tastes, but must you sub
ject everyone to them. That type of material
isn’t meant to be displayed on your door. I'm
embarassed to be your neighbor.
Sharon
MAXINE BERNTSEN-LostonMay 11,
pair of black-rimmed reading glasses in
black case marked Poona Opticians. If found,
please return to faculty office in Main Hall
or GusetHouse room.

p u u ' p u u ! S m a ll
The Wbrld’s la rg e s t
Small Pizza

p i n a l p u u ! "M e d iu m

The Worlds largest
Medium Pizza

p u u ' p u u ! ‘L arg e

The Wbrld's Largest
Large Pizza

Buy any
Little Caesars
Small, Medium,
or Large pizza, and get an
identical pizza free!
„

f o r Q u ic k

7 3 4 * 5 6 6 4 pick-up

Buy any L ittle Caaaar*
Sm all, K adi tun, or Largo piaaa
and gat an Identical plaaa free!

2 0 8 N. Richm ond
(1 block no rth of Collog« Avo.)

•n y any L ittle Caeaara
Sm all, Medium, or Larga plaaa,
and got an Identical plaaa freel

, Ikafe
C A R R Y O U T O NLY

6 23'33

C A R R Y OUT O N LY

6p(o• 83
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Sports

Women fourth in WIC-WAC!

Two weeks ago the women’s soft
ball team ended their season with a
fourth place finish in the WIC-WAC
conference
to u rn a m e n t
in
Sheboygan. The season was short perhaps shorter than usual due to
Mother Nature’s uncooperation.
Reviewing the season in entirety
won’t require much length and
breadth since the team only played
five games before the tournament.
The season started with a road
trip to Lakeland College. Blizzard
like conditions aborted their effort
and play was stopped after 2X
A long
and slippery ball searching innings.
Not sure whether their comic perfor
mance at Lakeland was due to
weather conditions or lack of
organized practice, the team worked
hard for a few days before traveling
to Ripon. Ripon’s hot bats were too
much to handle; the women lost
both games badly. With a bit more
practice and cooperating weather
conditions, Lawrence was able to
come up with its first win. Consis
tent fielding, pitching and strong
hitting, something they hadn’t been
able to collectively accomplish
earlier enabled them to easily beat
Lakeland 15-5, 9-5 in front of a
cheering home crowd. Lawrence
took one more roadtrip before the
tourney, this time to Milwaukee for
a Sunday afternoon game against
Cardinal Stritch. With pitcher Sue
Wilkinson despite looking a bit
green around the gills following an
evening of entertainment with
Lawrence Alumni and ‘‘veteran’’
outfielder Marci Woolever (headresident Colman) the women added
another tally to the win column

(11-6). Co-captain Emily Lynch hit
her first career 2-run homer and
freshman Ann Taylor also hit very
well batting 3 for 4 in the game.
Women’s softball in the WICWAC conference determines the
conference champion by a one day
tournament. Lawrence has never
won the tournament and this year
was unfortunately no exception.
They did place fourth however
reaching the finals in the consola
tion bracket. All three games they
played in consolation were either
won or lost in the 6th and 7th inn
ing. In the game against Cardinal
Stritch the women came up with 3
runs in the 6th inning and 5 in the
7th to defeat Stritch 9-4. Similarly
in their game against Concordia,
Lawrence down by 3 runs in the top
of the 7th discovered some hidden
hitting power in a few of the
freshmen and sophomores. They
drove in 4 runs for the win. Not to be
inconsistent, the women once again
waited until late in the game to do
their major scoring. However, Mt.
Mary must have had the same game
plan because they knocked in 3 runs
in the final inning to secure the con
solation championship.
Later when reflecting on the
season in a small cafe in Sheboygan
it was decided that despite a poor
hitting record the team actually
fielded quite well. A special thanks
must go to the nine hard working
freshmen some of whom didn’t play
very often and who can forget that
crew of juniors who will be back
again next year to play a whole new
ballgame - fast pitch.

Good season for tennis
The Lawrence tennis team ended a
very sussessful season last Thurs
day and Friday with a second place
finish in the Midwest Athletic Con
ference Tournament, topped only by
six delightful clones from Carleton.
Great performances in singles were
turned in by all the Lawrence
players, but especially by Tod Olson
and Cameron Jackson, winners of
the No. 2 and No. 5 singles titles,
respectively. Olson not only aveng
ed two early-season losses to the No.
2 player from Ripon, but also
defeated a strong player-actor from
Lake Forest College in three sets in

the final. Jackson, attempting to
end his college tennis career on a
high note, did just that by defeating
Beldar from Northfield in a third-set
tie-breaker to win the final. Peter
Montross coasted into the No. 1
singles final only to be taken down
by the premiere unit from Carleton.
Kirk Ryan lost in the quarterfinals
of the No. 3 bracket to a lad from
Ripon who seemed all season to have
had a patent on how to throw Kirk’s
game off. Andy Schmidthead, the
only lawrentian to reach any of the
singles finals last year, lost in the
semis in three tough sets at No. 4

Softball action

by Ron Curtis
Spring is upon us once again, and
with it young men’s minds have
turned to—softball? So it seems here
at Lawrence as the new and improv
ed intramural softball league swings
into the meat of the season. With a
total of eight teams in the league
(Phi Delts, Delts, ABC, Wedges,
Plantz, Dirtballs, Colman, and Sig
Eps) the battle for supremacy has
intensified as the season wears on.
Leading the league with an im
pressive 4-0 record, the Phi Delts
have a strong edge in the pennant
race. Led by the searing bat of
Boom-Boom Boyle, the brothers

have defeated most of their op
ponents with relative ease. Accor
ding to Boyle, the acclaimed master
of the burning line drive, the Phi
Delts are on top to stay.
While the Phi Delt’s lead may pro
ve insurmountable, the race for se
cond is heating up as a contest of its
own. At this point its a toss-up bet
ween ABC and the Delts, but
neither team can claim much of a led
over the ever threatening teams
moving up the standings. The
Wedges, Plantz, and the always ex
plosive Dirtballs are all within range
of making a move. Colman and the

Record falls in
Green Bay meet

On April 30, the Lawrence track
team travelled to Green Bay for the
season's only meet away from the
friendly confines of Whiting Field.
For the first time in 26 years of

coaching, Gene Davis did not accom
pany the team into battle. Citing
family reasons for his absence,
Coach entrusted the team’s fate to
Doug Gilbert, his longtime assis
tant.
The absence of “General” Gene
did not deter Eric (E.J.) Griffin, the
freshman sensation from Morro
Bay, California. E.J. continued on a
record-setting spree unparalled in
LU history. Having already claimed
singles. Sophomore Paul Fraser lost the varsity steeplechase record in
to a strong number 2 seed at No. 6 his first attempt at the event, Grif
singles, but will be back next year to fin set out to topple the 5000 meter
help Lawrence win it all.
mark in his initial try. Despite the
In doubles play on Friday the big disconcerting tactics of a Carroll
performance was turned in by runner, E.J. not only won, but in the
Schmidt and Fraser at No. 3 process shattered the legendary Jim
doubles. They walked through their Miller’s school record with a blazing
half of the draw before succumbing 15:24 effort for the 3.1 mile race.
to the Roboto brothers from
The LU d ista n c e runners
Carleton in 3 sets in the final.
dominated the meet as Bill Thorman
Coach Mary Poulson, always with won the 10,000 meter race in 33:53.
a feel for the dramatic, announced Thorman softened up his opponents
afterward at the post-tournament by telling “dead baby” jokes in the
press conference, ‘‘I t ’s been a good early stages and then surging ahead
season.” Aye, it has.
in the last 200 meters of the race.
Greg Pelnar and Carl Von Estorff
finished fourth and fifth, respective
lyIn keeping with the theme of the
weather-plagued season, this past
weekend the second annual A.C.
faltering Sig Eps round off the stan Denney open held at Lawrence had
dings. With a strong second half of to be cancelled. The meet was to
the season they should end up with serve as the Vikes’ final tune-up
before the Midwest Conference
respectable records.
For anyone who enjoys watching a Championships this weekend in Norgood game of softball, the battles in thfield, Mn. The Vikes are hoping to
the intramural league can be a lot of improve upon their sixth place finish
fun to watch. The games are played of a year ago. Coe College is again
several times a week on three dif the favorite with Cornell, Carleton,
ferent fields around the Alexander and Monmouth the top challengers
Gym. Schedules are posted in the for team honors. The LU contingent
union, and the bus makes frequent will be led by the indomitable Grif
runs back and forth. For a fun and fin, CFL Rookie-of-the year Scott
exciting look at typically American R eppert, re ju v e n a te d Todd
pastime, come out to the gym and Hausmann (MC 800-meter indoor
champion in March), and triple
check out a game.
threat Gary Smith.
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Im proved Season
by Hargrave Garrison
Carleton team 11-4. Unfortunately,
This year’s Lacrosse team was one this was to be their last victory.
of the best in recent memory. Tom Skinner, the scoring leader,
A lthough many players gave was out for the season with a
outstanding performances, perhaps separated shoulder, and the attack
the greatest reason for this year’s floundered for the rest of the season
success was the coaching staff, without his leadership. After losing
Chris “ Reggie” Matheus, and a couple of atrocious games to
Rodney Jamieson. Together they led Whitewater and Milwaukee Clubs,
the team to a 3-4 season, which is at the Vikings wound up the season
least better than last year.
with a heartbreaking loss to
The best game of the season was Madison at home.
played against Wheaton before a
The team as a whole had excep
home crowd of screaming Lawren- tional talent. The attack sported the
tians. Although they lost the first seasoned stick-handling of Tom
Skinner, Casey Cordes, John Jajac,
Casey Sloane, and Lawrence Clarke.
The midfield, led by Reggie, also
starred Rodney, Hugh Delios, Erik
Ostenso, Mike Jolton, Kevin Cunn
ingham, Dan Macke, Tom Criciarlli,
Greg Klaverkamp, Chris Coogan,
Jamie Harper, and the I.P.C. Con
nection, Mark and Luke.
The defense led by senior John
Heilshorn, was the most penalty
prone in recent years. Heilshorn,
that criminal, led the violent line of
Otis Schwarzkofp, John Stapleton,
Jeff Gebbert, Andy Wermeth and
Mean Joe Green.
Goaltending duties were abley fill
ed by Hargrave “ Digger’’ Garrison
and “ Artie” Falk von Plachkie who
let nothing by in an hour and a half
of play. He looks forward to straight
shutouts next year. Next years
coach is the multi-talented Rodney
OSTENSIBLY OSTENSO
Jamison.
half 5-3, the indomitable Vikings,
The L aw rentian wishes to
led by Tom “ White Stick’’ Skinner,
apologize
for all name typos and
came back to win by one goal, 8-7.
Much beer was consumed by all. The misquotes, but - please give us
team then journeyed to Ripon where something marginally legible in the
future.
they stomped an inexperienced

Mol sums up I.M.
by Bowie Kuhn
To tie up a few loose ends from the
last article on IMs (since I sort of
forgot to get something in the last
paper), a lot of sports are complete
or close to it. IM Ping Pong is finally
done! Yes, it only took about 8
weeks, but we do have a champion in
the men’s and women’s division.
Osei Poku (Delt) won for the men
and Ben Ledo (Trever) took the
ladies division. Men’s Squash is
completed also and the winner of
that was Jeff Whitcomb (Sig Ep).
The IM Badminton Tournament
was held a few weekends ago with
the Fijis and DGs getting the ma
jority of the points. Mark Johanson
(Fiji) won the men’s singles and then
teamed up with Charlie Newhall (Fi
ji) to take the men’s doubles. For the
women, Irene Serewicz (DG) won the
singles and then paired up with
Cathy Buckley (DG) to win the
doubles, and then matched up with
Vinay Rao (Ormsby) to win the mix
ed doubles!
Sports that are still going on or in
the process of starting are Racquetball, Mixed Doubles Racquetball,
and Mixed Doubles Tennis. In Rac
quetball, the only division com
pleted is women’s singles which was
won by Anne Frances (Colman).
Men’s singles and doubles still has
to be decided. Mixed Doubles Rac
quetball just started and Mixed
Doubles Tennis is still in the process
of beginning. If you want to sign up
for Mixed Doubles Tennis, talk to
your IM Rep., stop in at the Info
Desk in the Union, or call Mike Mol
at 6775 by Sunday at 6 p.m. Sports
to still look forward to are Track and
Field-Thursday, May 19th, Golf-

Saturday, May 21st, and Frisbee
Golf-either Sunday May 22nd or
29th.
Finally, I ’d like to mention three
more areas that are somewhat
related to IMs. First, in the beginn
ing of the year I thought we could
have an IM Ultimate Frisbee
League but a group of students
wanted to take this idea one step
further and form a club, so they did.
Therefore there will be no Ultimate
League for IM points but if you
want to play I ’m sure they will glad
ly help you out. The man to talk to
about the Club is John Ibele, Trever
306, at ext. 6860. Second, a little
note on the IM Basketball Cham
pionship between Lawrence and
Ripon. Let’s just say we didn’t do
too well. And finally, a little plug for
an event of mine that appears in this
weeks announcement section. The
Annual Brewer Game Roadtrip is
scheduled for May 27th. For only
$14.50 you ride a coach bus to the
game along with 47 other baseball
fans. On the bus there will be 2 1/2
barrels, pop, and maybe munchies

Baseball team splits
by Jumbo
Last week Tuesday the Lawrence
University baseball team took on St.
Norbert College in a crucial
doubleheader for both teams. The
Vikings entered the day needing a
sweep of the doubleheader in order
to meet Ripon College in a playoff
game. It was not to be a day of
celebration for the Vikes, however,
as the split the two games with St.
Norbert, winning the first game 5-2
and losing the second 16-4.
In the first game, Clark Stalker
held St. Norbert to five hits while
striking out six batters in pitching a
complete game victory. The Viking
offense took charge early and scored
single runs in each of the first three
innings. The Vikes pounded out
eight hits in the game, including five
doubles. Shortstop Bart Ott had the
hot bat for the Vikes as he went

and when you get to the game you
sit in box seats! If you have any
questions or want to reserve a seat
call Mike Mol at 6775 as soon as
possible—the bus fills up fast. So I
hope to see you at the game!
SUPREM ACY CUP
POINT STANDINGS
Hall
Plantz
Ormsby
Colman
Sage
Kohler

1237V4
1087VÍ
925
625
612*/2
Frat

Delts
Phi Delts
Sig Eps
Fijis
Phi Taus

3125
2562 Vt
1025
725
700
Women

DGs
Colman
Thetas
Ormsby
Kohler

2750
1025
750
575
475

SEAFOOD
r

• LAKE PERCH
*PIKE
• HADDOCK .SCALLOPS
• SHRIMP
.FROG LEGS
• LOBSTER TAIL
• CHICKEN
• BAR-B-Q-RIBS »SELECT STEAKS
Now Serving 7 Nights a Week
Continuous from II a m until Closing. Sat 5-10 .10

201 S. Walnut St.
(on th« com*r ol Walnut and Lawranc*)
DOWNTOWN APPLETON

bee

GREAT FISH ANYTIME

-

Phone 734-9204

three for four with two doubles.
Third basement Paul “ Cheek”
Carter ripped a clutch RBI double
late in the game to insure the Vikes’
5-2 victory. All in all, the Vikings
played a solid first game and were
poised to win the second. An excited
head coach Jeff School, very pleased
with his team’s performance in
game one, provided a modest pep
talk as game two was about to get
underway. “Cripers, one time, let’s
go out and win twice, hey!”
Game two was not to be theirs,
however. Playing for a berth in the
conference playoffs after winning
game one, the Vikings had their fire
put out early in the game. The
heavy-hitting St. Norbert squad
mercilessly ripped Lawrence pit
chers for three doubles, three home
runs, and twelve hits. In addition,
the usually solid Lawrence defense
committed four errors. The outcome
of the game was decided relatively
early as the Green Knights scored
nine runs in the third inning.
Lawrence used four pitchers in the
game with shell-shocked Ja n
Vandenlleuvel getting the loss. In
spite of the 16-4 loss incurred by the
Vikings in game two, there were a
few good points to be noted. Chris
Marohl, swinging a revitalized bat
of late, collected two hits; a double
and a home run. Dan Busiel also pro
vided the track team with a souvenir
baseball as he cleared the fence for a
three-run circuit smash. Commented
Dan after his monumental smash,
“ It was in my wheelbox.” The game
was by no means one without its
periods of outward aggression,
however, as Dave Pfeiffer can
testify. Early in game two, as
“ Gacey” attempted to tag a Norbie
runner out at the plate, he was
literally steamrolled as the runner
decided it would be easier to go
through him than under him. Gacey
was knocked out cold on the play,
but as is the case with most of the
LU hitters, he hit better while in a
semi-conscious state as he drove out
two base -hits. The seven-hit
Lawrence attack was nowhere near
enough for the power of the St.
Norbert squad, and the Vikes were
defeated 16-4.
Before playing St. Norbert for the
conference title, the Vikes had
travelled to Northfield for a Satur
day doubleheader with Carleton.
The Vikes again split, losing the
first game 6-5 in extra innings and
winning the second 2-1. Game two
saw Chris Marohl pick the complete
game victory while Beau Schaefer
drove out two hits, one of which
knocked in the game-deciding run.
Wednesday the Vikes play at
home against Lakeland, and Satur
day play in Waukesha for the season
finale.
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Rugby article butchered!
by Lizard and Oisky
‘‘What do you mean we have to
play on this field...it’s all m ud!” Ah
yes, one of the many phrases uttered
by oh so many rugby players on that
Sunday morning in Ripon, Wiscon
sin. “ I thought you said this was
rugby, not mud wrestling!” To the
virile Lawrence Ruggers, it’s all the
same thing. Liz “ Lizard” Sheridan
was the first cutsie L.U. rugger to
dirty her pretty blue & white jersey
in 3 feet of mud to the uproarious ap
proval of the crowd. Things only got
better. Amidst the mud and muck,
the ball appeared in Leslie “ Killer”
Erwin’s hands, and she tore into the
endzone to score L.U.’s first try of
the season. All the while, one could
hear the incessant din of Lisa
Johnson, Hallie McNamara, Phoebe
Rowe, and Carrie Drake yelling at
Leslie to touch the ball down in the
endzone. (Hey, it was her first game
and we forgot to mention that you
don’t get awarded points unless you
touch the ball down.) Nevertheless,
L.U. made a fabulous first-game
showing, shutting out the Ripon
Red “Women” to a 4-0 mud-filled
score.
Kick-off no. 2, L.U. faces Ripon
on home turf—not quite so muddy,
but every jersey still made the Biz
bag afterward.Rats on a stick! Final
score, L.U. 8, Ripon 0, and two
quarter barrels to boot!
Most recently, L.U. traveled to
Stevens Point on that rainy Satur
day morning before Celebrate. The
inclement weather discouraged
those mud wrestlers of days gone
by, and in a panic, Karin Jensen and
Karen Williams were recruited at
Downer lunch.

Rebecca Sigler jumped right in,
creating quite a wake (there was
standing water stretching endzone
to endzone) and almost lost her
shorts in a few of those overcrowded
rucks. L.U. didn’t think to bring

their flippers, and so lost sight of the
ball in three glorious splashings of
Point in our endzone. And thus
L.U.’s undefeated season dropped to
a 2-1 record. But we shall persevere,
for this Sunday will find us traveling

to Milwaukee to play the Milwaukee
Women’s Club in the final game of
the season.
This has been the most suc
cessful season in Lawrence
Women’s Rugby history.

Jazz not a sport!
Jazz greats Louie Bellson and
Pepper Adam s w ill jo in the
Lawrence University Jazz Ensemble
for its spring concert Saturday, May
21, under the direction of Fred
Sturm.
The performance will be at 8 p.m.
in the Lawrence Memorial Chapel
and will feature a number of senior
students as soloists. Tickets, at $4
for students and adults over 62 and
$5 for all others, are available at the
Lawrence Box Office, 115 N. Park
Ave.
Currently at a peak of recognition
and popularity in the jazz world,
baritone saxophonist Pepper Adams
is considered to be one of the most
distinctive voices in mainstream
jazz today. Since leaving the Thad
Jones-Mel Lewis Orchestra in 1976,
he has recorded a number of albums,
toured the world as a band leader,
and in 1979 replaced Gerry Mulligan
as the annual winner of the baritone
saxophone category in the Down
Beat Critics Poll.
Adams first played clarinet and
tenor sax while in school. At the age
of 16 he was proficient on several
reed instruments and was living in
Detroit, one of the country’s thriv
ing jazz scenes. He spent his teens
playing wherever he could, and with

the advent of the Korean War, he
spent four months playing in an ar
my post band before going overseas.
After leaving the service, Adams
worked with musicians such as Stan
Kenton, Maynard Ferguson and
Benny Goodman. His winning of the
Down Beat New Star Award in 1957
led to a booking at the Five Spot as
a band leader. That band lasted for
three years, and in addition to
receiving good reviews, introduced
to the world the young pianist Her
bie Hancock. In the 1960’s, Adams
joined a rehearsal band formed by
Thad Jones and Mel Lewis, which
blossomed into the most widely
praised and influential big band of
the ’60s and ’70s.
Drummer Louie Bellson’s involve
ment in music started at birth,
thanks to his father, who owned the
local music store and also taught
music. Each of the eight Bellson
children learned to play several in
struments, and by the age of 13,
Bellson was learning opera arias and
symphonies, as well as basic drum
techniques. At 15, he drew a detailed
sketch of his “ dream drums” for a
high school art class, and the sketch
became the prototype for the twobase drum set-up used by jazz and
rock drummers today.

Bellson was 17 when he won the
Gene Krupa Drum Contest, com
peting against 700 other teenagers.
The national competition provided
an almost immediate beginning to
his professional career. He became
Benny Goodman’s big-band drum
mer, and did stints with Tommy
Dorsey, Harry James, Duke Ell
ington, and Count Basie, and had a
featured spot on the Dorsey
Brothers’ television show. In 1954,
he toured Europe with Norman
Granz’s “Jazz at the Philharmonic”
troupe, which included Ella Fit
zgerald, Roy Eldridge, Dizzy
Gillespie, Bill Harris and Oscar
Peterson.
A gifted composer as well as per
former, Bellson has had his works
showcased with many of the big
bands. In addition, he has written a
ballet, symphonic and choral music,
and has also worked as a songwriter.
He has led his own orchestra for
almost 20 years, and devotes a great
deal of time to drum and band
clinics for young musicians all
around the country.
Tickets for the performance may
be reserved by calling the Lawrence
Box Office, 735-6749. The concert is
being co-sponsored by Heid Music
of Appleton and Green Bay.

NOW OPEN
Appleton's Newest Card Shop

CARDS TO
BOOT
Located in Boot Hill

203 W . College A v e ., A ppleton

UNSURPASSED SELECTION:
•Hartland
•Carolyn Bean
Expressagrams
•B eatle Graphics
•Victorian Visions
•Ropata
•W indm ere Press
•O atm eal Studios
•M ichel

•Recycled Paper
Products
•Northern Exposure
•Avanti
•Palm Press
•Anonymously Yours
•Paper Moon
•G reeting Seeds
•Flaria

*P lv s M a n y Postcards

•Chroma Line
•Leanin Tree
•Rainbow World
•Kersten Brothers
•M ain e Line
•A rts of Earth
•Silver Visions
•Rockshots
•TNT
Sincerely Novelty
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